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ABSTRACT 

As the number CPU cores increases, game-developers struggle to extract as much performance 

as possible from the underlying hardware. Aside from difficulties in designing software for 

concurrency, the extensive use of middleware further limits the opportunity for parallelization. 

Over recent years, several customized parallel solutions for real-time game applications have 

been developed, threading specific functionality, but a more generic solution is necessary for the 

future. 

The purpose of this project is to design, implement and evaluate an architecture for parallelizing 

real-time gaming and simulation software. The focus is on scheduling and state-management 

components that enables transparent performance scalability, for an N-core machine, while 

suiting a traditional game-framework. 

A generic design is proposed which allows a game-framework to be configured for several 

scheduling strategies, depending on the specific application‟s requirements. A standard has been 

created which, synchronously or asynchronously, executes wrapped units of work, tasks, in 

iterative cycles. Furthermore, a centralized state manager has been developed, tailored for a 

distributed component-based entity-system, supporting two major synchronization strategies: 

either deferring state-change notifications to an exclusive propagation point, or immediately 

propagating state-changes while locks to guarantee thread-safety. 

To evaluate the proposed architecture a demo application has been developed to run a flocking 

behavior simulation with typical game-related functional blocks such as: rendering, physics, AI, 

input handling etc. The demo achieves scalable performance benefits through exploiting data-

parallelism and dynamically batching entity-processing to maintain an appropriate task-

granularity. A comparison between the two major synchronization strategies revealed a marginal 

performance benefit when deferring state-change notifications and supporting exclusive 

propagation.  

Keywords: Game-development, Scheduling, Synchronization, Task-system, Scalable 

parallelization, N-Core  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter introduces the project and defines the problem behind it. Scope and limitations are 

discussed as well as the expected results.  

1.1 BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION 

Because of constraints in frequency scaling and increasing power consumption, the field of 

Parallel and Concurrent computing has grown enormously in recent years [1]. The increased 

demand to solve problems using concurrency is therefore also a big topic within computer game 

development. Game developers have for some time been familiar with parallel execution because 

of its extensive use in graphics rendering and shading. However, it is mostly performed in 

hardware and not completely necessary to consider in software. Recently, developers also need 

to design their software to take advantage of new multi-core features which has encouraged 

research on architectures for parallel game engines. 

 

The latest processors from Intel and AMD, two of the largest chip manufacturers, includes up to 

4 processing cores and the trend is clear for new desktop computers: rather than attempting to 

increase clock frequency, more and more cores will be integrated on the chips. The same goes 

for the gaming console manufacturers: Sony‟s Playstation 3 and Microsoft‟s Xbox 360 both 

feature multi-core architectures. The Cell Microprocessor in the Playstation 3 includes a total of 

9 processing cores [3]. It is also important to note that CPUs for the new gaming consoles are 

heterogeneous; different cores support different instruction sets and may have different purposes. 

Until recently, software performance has been increased simply by changing to a new processor 

with a higher clock-frequency. Unfortunately this luxury is about to end and software developers 

will have to turn to concurrency to speed up their applications. In the real-time game 

development industry, performance can be vital for the user experience and the success of the 

product. Aside from that, the software behind modern 3D-games can be extremely complex and 

difficult to manage. 

This project aims to study, design, implement and evaluate a parallel architecture for executing 

real-time computer games. The project will be done at an organization and the implementation is 

to be integrated with their current framework. Research will be focused at synchronization and 

scalability with multi-core CPUs. 

 

The project requires design and research of an application in an expanding and interesting field 

and the expected delivery will contribute to the scientific scope of parallel computing applied to 

game development. It will use current scientific research as a starting point and attempt to 

improve it.  
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1.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The first part of the problem is to find a design for a parallelized architecture which: 

 Extracts or accepts work to be done from game-systems
1
 in a structured way and at a 

granularity which enables scalable performance. 

 Distributes and executes the work in a way which is scalable with the number of cores in 

a CPU. 

This essentially involves wrapping units of work into tasks, which will perform the game 

simulation, and designing a scheduling mechanism to execute them. 

The second part of the problem is dealing with synchronization between systems and game-

objects (see 2.3.2 for terminology) with shared data. Some attributes of this data might be 

exclusive for a certain system, in which case the system is free to choose its own internal strategy 

for handling shared memory. However, certain attributes will be shared between several systems 

and it is the architecture‟s responsibility to synchronize this data.  An appropriate strategy must 

be found which synchronizes in a rate that is acceptable to real-time gaming and maximizes the 

time the processor can spend on system-work. A conclusion is to be reached about which 

synchronization strategy fulfills these requirements. 

The organization has a set of requirements which the architecture should support: 

 It should maintain the flexibility of the organization‟s current framework and be 

adaptable to it.  

 The scheduler should be an optional part of the framework and not be a requirement for 

traditional sequential execution. 

 For practicality reasons with current game-middleware
2
; certain predefined types of 

threads should exist and it should be possible to lock a task to a certain thread-type.  

1.3 LIMITATIONS 

The granularity of partitioned work could be hard to control when dealing with systems from 

middleware; users are therefore limited to the design and the functionality which the system 

exposes. This project will not be focused on parallelizing specific computations/algorithms 

within individual systems. Instead, the project focuses on the execution of the abstract units of 

work that are accessible. The resulting architecture will therefore be limited by the efficiency of 

                                                 
1
 “Systems” refers to typical game-related modules. See 2.3.2 for a definition on this terminology. 

2
 Within game-development, “middleware” refers to external software components integrated with the main 

application. 
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the systems. Moreover, middleware might include parallel solutions of their own which spawn 

threads that compete or harms the architecture. The proposed architecture will not take this into 

account and such middleware will have to be avoided or the consequence accepted.  

Furthermore, this project is focused on games which are played and simulated in real-time, 

requiring continuous interaction and providing visual feedback. The real-time gaming 

requirement does not imply that the architecture will be run on real-time or embedded hardware 

systems: it will be designed for PCs or gaming consoles and assumes time-sharing.  

1.4 METHOD & TECHNOLOGIES 

The first part of this project will involve studying existing solutions to the defined problem. 

Various game parallelization attempts will be studied, both older primitive approaches and newer 

generic approaches focusing on scalability. Furthermore, general issues in parallel computing 

and synchronization will be studied to acquire the necessary knowledge on what options are 

available for a high-level architecture. The organization‟s current framework will be studied 

since the architecture will be operating within it. Some of this background information will be 

summarized in the next chapter. 

The next step will be designing and developing a prototype of the architecture. The design will 

be constructed with the help of the research done in the first step and through communication 

with the organization to make sure that it matches their requirements. The prototype will be 

developed in C++ on a Windows platform and is meant to prove that the proposed architecture 

works. A series of simple test-cases will be constructed and used to make sure that the 

architecture functionally performs as expected. The native Windows thread API will be used for 

thread management in the prototype.   

After the prototype is proved to behave as expected, the architecture will be integrated into the 

organization‟s framework. The integration process may require certain design revisions to 

conform to the existing framework. A dialog with the organization will be necessary to ensure 

that the changes don‟t cause any side effects and follows their design principles. The added 

source code will be updated to match the organization‟s coding conventions and documentation 

requirements.  

Finally, the new framework will be evaluated with a practical game scenario: either on one of the 

organization‟s existing technology demos or on custom built application. The old serial version 

will be compared to the new multithreaded version and certain metrics, such as core utilization 

and performance, will be measured. If possible, different synchronization strategies will be tested 

to compare their impact on the demo‟s responsiveness and performance. The data from the 

evaluation will then be analyzed and a conclusion will be made on the architecture‟s success.  
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1.5 EXPECTED RESULTS 

The main purpose of the targeted architecture is to enhance performance. The best theoretical 

speedup can be calculated by Amdahl‟s Law which states that the speed increase,  , from a 

program with a sequential portion of execution,  , running on   cores is [5]: 

   
 

   
     

 

 

It means that the sequential portions of the program will always limit its execution and the 

number of available cores will only have affect on the parallel portions. Even so, it models the 

best case scenario and it does not take into consideration threading overhead or synchronization 

issues which practically makes such a speedup unrealistic. When running on a single-core 

machine; the overhead of a scheduler and synchronization mechanism is expected to result in a 

slightly worse performance than a solution tailored for a single core machine. However, on a 

multi-core machine the designed architecture is expected to give a noticeable performance 

benefit. Aside from this, applications should remain responsive, without noticeable latency after 

user input, since the architecture is targeted at real-time games. 

As mentioned; another drawback is that, even when executing on multiple cores, the granularity 

of work is limited by whatever can be extracted from the middleware. This will initially make 

the scalability of the designed architecture quite limited. However, the architecture should enable 

its users to supply any granularity of work and it will therefore be as scalable as possible 

considering the circumstances. Moreover, middleware may cause uncertainty in the expected 

result since any internal parallelization might harm the architecture‟s performance. Functionality 

extracted from middleware should preferable be integrated seamlessly and executed uniformly 

by the architecture. 

Functionally, the design is expected to meet the organization‟s requirements on flexibility and fit 

well in to their current framework. It is also expected to be independent enough to act as a plug-

in or optional component. The organization wants their users to be able to configure their 

framework for different purposes and platforms; a parallel component might not be preferable 

for e.g. mobile devices or normal single-core machines. Furthermore, the project is expected to 

contribute to the current research of multithreaded game development and stimulate further 

interest in the field.  
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2 EXTENDED BACKGROUND 

This chapter further examines the background of the presented problem. Existing techniques and 

approaches are explored to get an up-to-date image of today‟s research on the topic. Besides 

current methods used in the game development industry; a brief review is done on the theory of 

parallel computing and synchronization issues for multi-core machines.  

2.1 TASK-BASED FRAMEWORKS 

One of the first problem developers face when attempting to parallelize an application is figuring 

out what part of the software can easily be broken out and safely run independently. In order to 

avoid systems which are tied to specific software or hardware configurations, task-based 

solutions are often used. 

The idea is to have a framework which does not know the details about the work that should be 

executed. Instead a scheduling process is used which handles wrapped units of work, tasks, and 

sends it to a thread-pool for execution. This potentially improves processor utilization and 

scalability as long as an optimal task granularity is maintained. This extra abstraction layer does, 

however, add a penalty for each unit of work. It also makes the application execution harder to 

predict and complicates synchronization.  

2.1.1 DATA- & FUNCTIONAL-PARALLELISM 

There are two major strategies for achieving parallelism [1]; Functional Parallelism
3
 and Data 

Parallelism. Functional parallelism exploits concurrency by executing functionally different 

tasks asynchronously and in parallel. Since the tasks have different purposes and perform 

different calculations they potentially require less synchronization which can result in a high 

degree of parallelism. Data parallelism refers to homogenous calculations done to a large 

amount of data. This is typically exploited in program loops where certain operations are done to 

a collection of objects. A high degree of parallelism can be achieved when there are little or few 

data-dependencies and the work-load can be spread on several threads. The two strategies can of 

course be combined or mixed and the line between them is not always clear.  

Since the granularity of work would typically be quite high for data parallel applications, it can 

cause a problem when exploited in a task-based architecture. Since there is an overhead for each 

submitted task, there is a minimum size (in execution time) for each task to be worth executing. 

The minimum size could be hard to tune since it depends on the underlying hardware and 

number of hardware threads available.  

                                                 
3
 Functional Parallelism is mostly known as Task Parallelism. The word „Function‟ is used here to avoid ambiguity 

between the strategy for achieving parallelism and the unit of work used for scheduling.   
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Unfortunately this project will have limitations in data-parallelism because of the use of external 

systems. It will also be limited in the level of granularity since external systems might not 

provide any way to extract units of work in arbitrary sizes. However, as mentioned the proposed 

architecture should be generic enough to work with any level of granularity and both types of 

parallelism. Because of this it should theoretically perform better when the external systems 

implement work-pulling (the system‟s API provides a way of extracting work so its execution 

can be managed by the users) or similar techniques.  

2.1.2 SCHEDULING 

Scheduling refers to the mechanism which resolves programs to execute on the available CPU 

cores [20]. A typical example is the OS scheduler which manages a set of active threads and lets 

them, according to a scheduling algorithm; acquire execution time on the CPU. OS schedulers 

are pre-emptive which means that they let a process run for a certain time-slice, then puts it on 

hold and gives other, waiting, processes the opportunity to run. This is necessary since OS 

processes are long-term; they are not necessary meant to complete and could run indefinitely. 

Aside from OS schedulers, scheduling algorithms might also be used on embedded-, mobile- or 

even large distributed systems.  

In this context, scheduling is at a higher 

level than the OS and refers to how a set 

of opaque tasks are resolved to execute 

on a set of available threads (as 

illustrated in Figure 1). The mechanism 

is to be completely implemented in 

software and will add an additional layer 

of scheduling within the process 

managed by the OS. This kind of 

scheduling is tailored to suit a program‟s 

specific requirements, in this case 

running tasks from a real-time video 

game, and might not be pre-emptive. 

Depending on the architecture, tasks 

would be submitted to the scheduler and first placed in a queue. The scheduler usually maintains 

a thread-pool and when a thread becomes available (completes or aborts its current task) a new 

task from the queue is dispatched to that thread. The scheduler could be static, all tasks to be 

executed are known at compile-time, or dynamic, tasks could be submitted on the fly in run-time. 

There are certain metrics and issues which developers are concerned with when choosing a 

scheduling algorithm. Here are some which are relevant for this project [20]: 

Figure 1: A simple scheduler using a central task queue 
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 CPU utilization – Are all cores being used as much as possible? 

 Overhead – Amount of extra work that the scheduler requires to dispatch tasks. 

 Turnaround – Time between the submission and completion of a task. 

 Throughput – Number of completed tasks for a certain time period. 

 Fairness – Do all tasks get the same treatment and CPU time? 

 Waiting time – How long tasks have to wait before dispatch. 

Naturally it is desired to maximize CPU utilization and throughput while minimizing turnaround 

and waiting time. Popular scheduling algorithms include [20]: First In First Out, Shortest 

remaining time, Round-robin, Multilevel Queue. They all balance between the different metrics 

or specialize in a few of them. Different systems have different requirements and some systems, 

mostly embedded, might have deadlines to meet which further complicate scheduling and 

requires estimated execution times. All schedulers require some innate overhead since they need 

to manage threads and tasks/processes and some, like the OS scheduler, require additional 

overhead since it maintains memory state for each process and require context-switches.  

For interactive applications, such as real-time games, turnaround could be important in order to 

increase the responsiveness of the user‟s actions. To increase turnaround, the scheduler could 

support several priority levels and latency sensitive tasks could be given a higher priority. 

However, task-priorities could be hard to tune and could lead to priority inversion; starvation of 

the other lower priority tasks. Even so, increasing turnaround might not be beneficial, depending 

on how the game is designed and how the flow between input and rendering is handled (see 

2.3.1). Therefore, this project will not deal with priorities and all tasks will be considered equally 

important to simulate the game consistently. Furthermore, the proposed architecture will not 

consider deadlines for tasks; tasks will simply be required to execute as soon as possible and the 

simulation speed will be limited by complexity of the game.  

Regarding throughput, there will most likely be a set of tasks which are vital to be executed 

during each frame (see 2.3.1). A decision will have to be made on whether or not the scheduler 

should consider the concept of frames and, in that case, if it should execute all tasks every frame 

or allow them to be spread out over several frames. [8] is an example of a parallel game 

framework which estimates execution times for tasks and checks if they are able to complete in a 

certain frame. Overhead should be kept to a minimum, especially since the architecture should 

support tasks of arbitrary sizes. Furthermore, a decision needs to be made on whether or not tasks 

could be aborted, yielded or paused, and how that would be managed by the scheduler.  

Another issue relevant for this project is regarding the execution of the scheduling algorithm; 

which thread should perform it and when. Since current CPUs only have a few, 1-8, cores 

available; it is not acceptable to have a dedicated thread performing the scheduling. Instead the 

scheduling algorithm would have to run whenever it is necessary, e.g. when a task has been 

completed and a thread requires a new task. Depending on the scheduler design and strategy, 

synchronization issues will arise; e.g. if several threads acquire tasks from a central queue or if 

arbitrary tasks can submit new tasks on the fly.  
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Using work stealing [10] is one popular technique for minimizing this contention. With work 

stealing each thread has its own list of tasks which are initially distributed evenly. When a thread 

completes a task it first attempts to take a new one from its own queue. If there are no more tasks 

it „steals‟ a number of tasks from another busy thread with a non-empty queue. This way 

contention only arises when stealing is done, which should be less than when having one central 

queue.  

Processes scheduled by the OS have their own block of virtual memory which simplifies the 

algorithms. They don‟t need to consider dependencies or shared memory which program-level 

schedulers have to deal with. Depending on the granularity, synchronization can severely affect 

turnaround and throughput. This has influenced the current research on schedulers for 

multiprocessor computers [19][13] which tend to focus on dependencies and synchronization in 

order to increase utilization and minimize waiting time. Furthermore, several attempts on parallel 

game engines and frameworks also let the scheduler handle dependencies (see 2.1.3) by parsing a 

dependency graph each frame.  

As mentioned in the introduction; the scheduler is required to support thread-locking in some 

way. Certain tasks have to be guaranteed to never run concurrently since they are running 

software from a middleware which might not be thread-safe. A thread-safe middleware implies 

that its API operations are safe to perform in parallel and does not result in crashes. This logic 

will have to be performed by whatever thread is requesting a new task and might require that 

each thread manages its own private task-queue. Furthermore, when running on a heterogeneous 

CPU it could be beneficial to run certain tasks on a certain thread/core. An advanced scheduler 

could prioritize certain threads for certain tasks based on some instruction-set preference tag on 

the task. However, this is not a requirement for this project and will only be considered if 

possible. 

Another general problem with multi-core systems is cache utilization. Modern processors have 

two cache levels, L1 and L2, where L2 is usually shared between all cores [18]. SMT 

architectures, where multiple hardware threads run on the same processing core, also implies 

cache sharing. This can lead to false sharing; multiple processes are accessing or modifying data 

which resides in the same memory-area. The processes will keep invalidating the cache for one 

another and increase cache misses.  There are attempts [19] on schedulers that are cache-aware 

and aim to schedule groups of related tasks together in hope of decreasing cache misses and false 

sharing. In this context it would be wise to schedule data parallel tasks, working on the same 

game-object batch, on the same core/thread. However, this is a difficult job for the scheduler 

since it would require a great deal of information about its tasks and their purposes.    
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2.1.3 DEPENDENCIES 

Unfortunately some tasks may be dependent on other tasks which severely complicate 

scheduling. One form of task-dependencies arises when the input of one task is produced by 

another. This is referred to as a P-relation (precedence relation) by [12]. If a task cannot make 

any progress without the result the other; there is no point in letting it run before or 

simultaneously as the other task. Another form of dependency is when tasks need to 

communicate or pass messages to one another in order to progress. This is referred to as a C-

relation (communication relation) by [12]. Here, the preferred execution path would be to run 

both tasks simultaneously to make progress. Other synchronization issues (see 2.2) typically 

involve shared access to certain resources or data and are not actual inter-task dependencies. 

The typical way to approach these problems is to build 

dependency graphs or trees [4][5][6] which are processed in 

order to extract the tasks that should be scheduled. These 

graphs could be constructed statically, before executing 

commences, or dynamically, on the fly, if the scheduler allows 

run-time submission of tasks. While many dependency graphs 

simply considers execution order, [12] makes an interesting 

attempt to model both C- and P-relations between 

multiprocessor tasks (referred to as M-Tasks). To facilitate 

generation of such a graph they also designed a language 

which lets users define tasks and their requirements. Dynamic 

schedulers further complicate matters since any task could 

submit a new task without being able to make any progress 

until it the new task is completed. In this case, since the 

scheduler will not be pre-emptive, the architecture would have 

to support yielding to not cause a deadlock. 

Within game development; recent articles [4][5][6] hint that the trend is to avoid C-relations. 

This is because of the difficulties in scheduling tasks together when dealing with low-level, 

performance intensive, applications. Some proposed frameworks, such as [4], pre-build a cyclic 

graph after an analysis of all tasks and their relationships. The analysis is based on the 

Bernstein‟s Conditions which also considers normal synchronizations issues such as read/writes 

to shared memory. The graph is then continuously fed to a scheduler and effectively replaces the 

traditional game-loop
4
. A simpler approach is presented in [5] where an acyclic tree is pre-built 

and each node in the tree has a number representing its scheduling order. During the game-loop 

the tree is processed to extract tasks which are fed to a thread-pool. After each task completes, 

the tree is reprocessed to find more nodes. These approaches have the benefit of being semi-

                                                 
4
 The main processing loop which iteratively simulates the game, see 2.3.1.  

Figure 2: Very simple example of a coarse 

dependency tree for the main systems in a 

game-loop 
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deterministic since their graphs/trees are pre-built. They also make it very clear which tasks will 

be executed during the game-loop and roughly at what time. Both these approaches guarantee 

that the tasks actually sent to the scheduler at a given time can be run completely independently, 

which is a major benefit.  

For this project, P-relations will be considered to a certain extent and a conclusion is to be made 

if a dependency graph is necessary to fulfill the desired architecture‟s requirements. Intel‟s 

Smoke Framework [8] is a recent example of a parallel game framework which does not directly 

take into account dependencies and communications between its tasks. Instead it focuses on 

keeping tasks as independent as possible and is designed to have a one-time fixed 

synchronization and communication stage. 

2.2 SYNCHRONIZATION 

One major challenge this project faces is figuring out when, where and how synchronization 

should occur. This is more of a high-level design choice than a low-level shared memory 

problem. Generally, it would be preferable to share as little memory as possible between the 

different systems. However, at some point low-level synchronization primitives will be 

necessary and this section will discuss some of the mechanisms available.  

There are not that many technical options for synchronization in parallel systems; either the lock-

based approach using critical sections whenever reading/writing shared data, or the non-blocking 

approach using wait -or lock-free data-structures. Below these methods will briefly be explained 

and their applicability to game development discussed. 

2.2.1 PROPERTIES 

When analyzing communication within multithreaded applications; certain properties are 

considered which make statements regarding the safety and liveness of the system.  Here are 

some of the most important properties [2]. 

Deadlock Freedom: Deadlock is a state in which two or more processes are waiting for each 

other to release a lock or resource and cannot make any progress. Deadlock freedom 

guarantees that at least one process eventually makes it through and can progress. 

Livelock Freedom:  Livelock is similar to deadlock and is a state in which some process is 

blocked and cannot proceed. However, in a livelock state a process is continuously 

executing (doing some work) but without making any overall progress. 
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Starvation Freedom: Starvation occurs when a process is continuously blocked, bypassed by 

other processes, and cannot complete its task. A starvation free system guarantees that a 

task which is attempting to acquire a resource eventually succeeds.  

Mutual Exclusion: The mutual exclusion property guarantees that not more than one process 

can enter a certain segment of code at the same time.  

Aside from this, issues like fairness might be considered depending on if all tasks should have 

equal opportunity to complete or not. 

Deadlock freedom is almost always desired since an application could be unable to function 

without it. When it comes to real-time systems, like video games, stronger properties like 

starvation freedom is naturally desired in order to get a balanced and interactive user experience. 

Mutual Exclusion is mostly applicable when using blocking synchronization to lock sensitive 

operations. 

2.2.2 LOCK-BASED 

Using locks is by far the most popularly used synchronization method for parallel applications 

with shared memory [2]. Locks are normally used to ensure mutual exclusion for a certain 

critical section of code where sensitive operations are done to shared memory. It can also be 

used to protect a shared resource which several threads want to access. Typical examples of 

critical sections would be inserts/deletes on an array-structure or even reading/writing a shared 

global variable.  

Locks are usually implemented with a data type known as a semaphore. A semaphore is a shared 

integer which provides threads information about other threads in a defined area. The value of a 

semaphore represents the number of available slots that can be used to acquire a resource. When 

there is only one resource, such as a critical section, the semaphore is also known as a mutex. A 

semaphore,  , is normally initialized to the number of resource slots available and from there 

two operations are accepted: 

 V (up, release): Increments the value of   by 1 (        ) 

 P (down, acquire): Waits until      then        

P could just spin, do nothing, or stop execution until the semaphore is incremented. Both 

operations must be performed atomically to avoid the situation where two threads read   before 

it gets updated. To ensure this, atomic hardware instructions (e.g. fetch-and-add, compare-and-

swap) are required and semaphores are usually natively supported by the operating system. To 

protect a critical section a binary semaphore, a mutex, would be initialized to 1 and any thread 

which wants to enter the critical section would first have to perform the P operation. If it 

succeeds it has acquired the lock and can enter the section. When it is done it must perform V to 
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release the lock to let any other, waiting, threads enter. It is also common for a semaphore to 

maintain a queue of processes waiting on it; when the semaphore gets incremented it wakes up 

any sleeping processes that are waiting for it. By combining a mutex and a semaphore; a so 

called readers-writers lock can be implemented where multiple threads can safely read from a 

data-structure but only a single thread can write (modify) it at the time. 

While locks may seem like a safe way of synchronizing, they can lead to deadlock if not used 

carefully. Two or more processes could get into a state where they are waiting for each other‟s 

locks without progressing. It could also be the case that a process which has acquired the lock 

forgets to release it or crashes. Since locks may include several features they also cause a certain 

overhead wherever they are used. This overhead is encountered even if only a single thread is 

attempting to enter a protected region and no contention is present. Moreover, when there is 

contention the unlucky processes are forced to wait/block and cannot make any progress until the 

lock is released. It is important to tune the granularity of locks (how many locks are used and 

how much data they protect) to minimize the performance hit from overhead and contention. 

On the positive side, locks are usually quite easy to implement and use; especially since they 

have such wide support from current hardware and operating systems. Modern programming 

languages, such as Java and .NET, have built in support for using various types of locks which 

makes them easy to use for new programmers. Language support also makes them safer and 

avoids unintentional misuse, such as forgetting to release the lock. They are also powerful since 

they offer a general solution to synchronization and can be used to, more or less, solve most 

problems in concurrency. This results in locks being widely used for any type of multithreading, 

even in the game industry [4][5][21].  

2.2.3 NON-BLOCKING 

There are other methods which don‟t require critical sections and locks that block indefinitely. 

These methods are generally referred to as non-blocking synchronization. When avoiding locks it 

is necessary to be confident that no other process is simultaneously writing or reading to the 

same block of memory.  This is generally hard to control, non-blocking mechanisms need to be 

tailored for specific types of data-structures and require special hardware instructions to operate.  

The terminology for these mechanisms can vary, terms like lock-free, wait-free and obstruction-

free are also used and might refer to different security guarantees on a data-structure. According 

to [2]; a wait-free data-structure is the strongest and guarantees that there is a limit on the 

number of steps the algorithm must take before it completes, regardless of what other processes 

are doing. A non-blocking, or lock-free, data-structure guarantees that the system will always 

make progress as a whole, but individual threads could be starved and continuously repeating 

their operations. An obstruction-free data-structure is the weakest and just guarantees that one 
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thread has a limited number of steps to complete its operation as long as other processes are not 

interfering or they are holding (not indefinitely). 

In order to implement these data-structures, the critical sections must still logically be executed 

atomically. However, it is not possible to wrap the entire critical section as one atomic action 

without a lock. Therefore, the critical section must be split into smaller parts, mixed of normal 

local code and the atomic hardware operations that are available. All the parts should be safe to 

run by several threads concurrently and must be performed in such a way that one single final 

atomic operation is sufficient to finalize the changes to the data-structure. These atomic 

operations could fail, in which case a decision must be made on how to react to such an event. 

Unfortunately, the typical atomic operations, such as test-and-set and CAS (compare-and-swap), 

available in current hardware are not always enough to implement an arbitrary data-structure at 

the strongest security guarantee [2].  

The CAS instruction is commonly used and can handle several algorithms at a satisfactory level 

[2]. It is exploited by first acquiring one or more data-tags, capturing some state at the position in 

the data-structure where modifications are to be made. When the modifications to the data-

structure are to be finalized; the tag is used in the CAS operation to guarantee that the set 

(writing) is only done if the tags match up and no other process has altered the data. However, 

even if the tags match up on the CAS operation it is not certain if the data has been altered and 

then switched back since the time the tag was first read. This is known as the ABA problem [2]. 

While it may seem insignificant, it can lead to complications for certain systems. There are 

solutions to the problem but they usually require even more powerful atomic hardware 

operations that are not standard yet. However, depending on the system and data-structure 

requirements, the ABA problem could be ignored. 

The benefit of the non-blocking approaches is naturally that several processes could be dealing 

with the same data-structure at the same time without causing any indefinite waiting/blocking. 

This completely avoids any normal deadlock issues which lock-based approaches tend to cause. 

Depending on the system, non-blocking data-structures could offer a performance advantage 

over lock-bases implementations [2]. However, depending on the safety strength of the data-

structure; it could lead to livelock. Livelock could be as dangerous as deadlock since the thread 

is executing code and in that sense acts similar to a busy-waiting lock-based solution. 

Furthermore, non-blocking data-structures theoretically require less overhead when no 

contention is present. When only a single process is attempting to modify the data-structure it 

does not have to acquire a lock and only requires a few extra simple instructions to guarantee 

thread-safety.   

While using locks might be the traditional way of synchronization in concurrent programs; non-

blocking data-structures are gaining popularity, even for multithreaded games [6]. While there 

might not be non-blocking alternatives available for all data-structures used in video games, [6] 
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used lock-free and wait-free data-structures for their dependency-graphs and task queues. 

Furthermore, research on STM
5
 for games has not shown any advantageous performance gains 

so far. As more complex atomic hardware instructions become standardized; non-blocking 

approaches may become more secure and applicable to more synchronization problems. 

2.3 PARALLELIZATION IN GAME DEVELOPMENT 

Real-time games are one of the most performance intensive applications for desktop computers. 

This inevitably results in a large focus on performance optimization by its developers. With the 

current trend of increasing processor cores it is not surprising that developers have started to 

experiment with multithreading to enhance the gaming experience. Game developers have long 

been attempting to thread certain algorithms or obviously independent parts of their systems. 

However, it mostly recently that more research is put into general, scalable parallel architectures. 

2.3.1 GAME PROGRAM FLOW 

Traditionally, most games follow a certain flow known as the game-loop (see 

Figure 3). After all devices and resources have been initialized and loaded, the 

main loop starts by processing operating system messages and events (like any 

application) to keep the window responsive. Next an update stage is performed 

which normally starts by detecting input events (from keyboard, mouse, 

gaming devices or perhaps network connections). During the update stage any 

game logic such as AI calculations, physics updates or sound processing is 

performed. Most importantly; all the spatial data (position, orientation, skeletal 

pose, scene state etc.) for all game objects should be finalized. Next one frame 

is rendered by making render-calls to the graphics device using the current state 

of the game. Finally the loop is either repeated or a cleanup procedure is 

performed in case the user wants to quit. 

Game logic updates are performed based on a elapsed simulation time,   , 

each frame (game-loop cycles). Managing game-time is essential in order to get 

a consistent execution flow when played in real-time. Especially since the 

application could be run on different hardware with different clock frequencies. 

To achieve this consistency:    is typically set to a fixed amount which is 

incremented after each frame and not based to the actual elapsed time between 

the frames. Sometimes Render is run faster than Update and scene object 

transformations are interpolated between frames to get a smother experience 

                                                 
5
 A more sophisticated method for non-blocking synchronization, see Appendix B 7.1 for further details. 

Figure 3: Traditional 

program flow of a game 
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while increasing the FPS (frames per second).  

This model is sequential by nature and is more or less the standard within game development; 

Microsoft uses this model for their .NET-based game programming framework XNA [14]. In 

practice this model does, however, get much more complicated. Modern games may feature 

loading and unloading of resources in real-time which must be strategically scheduled to 

maintain balanced performance. Certain long-term calculations, such as advanced AI algorithms, 

might also be required to go beyond the game loop and spread on several frames. However, the 

most relevant concept to note here is the separation of game logic from rendering. This implies 

an important data flow in games which is often one of the first places to break when searching 

for parallelization opportunities.  

2.3.2 TERMINOLOGY 

When discussing game architecture, certain terminology might be confusing and ambiguous. 

Here are a couple of clarifications of certain keywords used for the game development concepts 

in this report: 

Game-Object (entity, actor): Any object represented or simulated in the game world. It is 

usually something the player can see, control and/or interact with in the game. The game-

objects reside in the game-scene but may be represented in different ways in different 

systems. Scene-graphs construct hierarchies of game-objects and some larger game-

objects might be composed of smaller objects to get a more dynamic environment. Typical 

examples: all players or enemies, obstacles in the world, weapons, items. 

Game-Object Attribute: A data-field which a game-object possesses that constitutes their 

behavior. Typical examples: Spatial data (position, scale, rotation), appearance (3d-model, 

texture), game-logic (health, inventory, ammunition).     

Scene: A scene is a collection of active game-objects, usually represented in the form of a 

graph. Typically, there is only one scene but in certain cases there could be several. A 

scene may have certain properties/attributes associated with it, such as; gravity.  

System (game-system, module): A large, functionally distinct, game-mechanism which 

processes and manages certain aspects of the game or the game-objects. It may keep an 

internal representation of the game-world suiting its purpose and/or be responsible for 

interacting with a specific I/O hardware. A system can usually be wrapped as middleware 

and be a very complex piece of software. Typical examples are: Physics (middleware: 

Havok, PhysX, Bullet), Renderer (Ogre3D), Audio (FMod), Network (Raknet) and AI 

systems. 
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Game-Object System (entity-system): Refers to the method of representing, creating, 

initializing and storing game-objects. It controls where the game-object attributes would 

reside; which could either be simple static variables or advanced dynamic attribute 

containers. There are numerous game-object systems which suit different purposes. 

Traditionally, a game-object is represented by a class and inheritance is used to combine 

attributes and functionality between similar game-object types. This can lead to deep and 

complicated inheritance trees in larger games which promoted the use of component based 

game-object systems [22]. Here, game-objects are represented as an aggregation of 

individual component data-structures and are decoupled from the functionality which 

operates on them. Furthermore, complex games usually involve a central factory which 

owns all game-objects and their data. The factory can create, initialize and perhaps even 

serialize/deserialize the game-objects.  

Component (game-object-component, entity-component): Mostly mentioned within 

component based game-object systems. A component is one aspect of a game-object, 

usually a collection of attributes and functionality that the game-object possesses. As 

mentioned, these extensions are traditionally added to game-objects by inheritance. In 

modern game-object systems [22], components can be an individual data-structure which 

is added to a game-object by composition. In this case, a game-object can be seen as a 

collection of the components which it supports.  

Component-Manager (game-component): In a component based game-object system; the 

component-manager is responsible for a certain type of component. If there is regular 

work to be done to the component data; the component manager will perform certain 

operations to all game-objects, which possesses the component, during the update phase. 

Certain components are typically defined by, or tightly coupled with, a system. For 

example, a Rigid-Body component could be supplied by a Physics system. This 

component would then include simple physics attributes (linear/angular velocity, forces 

etc.) and the component-manager would perform the integration operation with these 

attributes each frame. Sometimes the term component also refers to the component-

manager itself in this report.  

2.3.3 OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONCURRENCY 

The natural way to start threading a game engine would be to exploit functional parallelism; 

break out core functions from a system and let them run on their own thread. A typical example 

of what developers started doing is splitting the Update and Render parts of the game-loop. In 

order to pass the final render state from the update to the render thread, two buffers can be used. 

At each frame the update thread writes to one buffer while the render threads reads from the 

other. At the end of each frame the buffers are switched. Obviously, this is a quite primitive 
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approach and the two buffers add a large memory overhead. However, it is simple and has been a 

popular starting point for multithreading games [11]. When the first multi-core gaming consoles 

were released, developers also made use of the extra cores for specific performance demanding 

chores, such as texture decompression [11]. Any game-specific process which is independent 

enough not to cause any major complications to the existing game engine is tempting to use as a 

quick starting point for concurrency. 

To further increase function 

parallelism; cascaded [11] designs 

involves running every individual 

system on its own fixed thread (see 

Figure 4). Synchronization is done at a 

single point some time during each 

frame. The problem with this approach 

is that it introduces latency since it can 

take several frames for data to 

propagate from one system to another. 

For real-time games this can be 

unacceptable; e.g. if the latency 

between receiving user input and 

updating the screen takes too long. Aside from trivial synchronization of game-object attributes 

or shared variables, a system might require the functionality of another system to carry out its 

own task. These remote service requests complicate most models since a seemingly independent 

system might need to wait for other systems to progress. 

Another major approach would be to exploit data parallelism. Since most systems/components 

usually iterate over a collection of games-objects and perform some operation; there is excellent 

possibility for data parallelism. Modern threading API‟s, such as Intel‟s TBB [15] or OpenMP 

[16], support so called parallel-for loops which performs parallel iteration over a range of values. 

The APIs manage their own thread pools and scheduling so this might seem like an excellent 

opportunity to quickly increase parallelism.  The problem is that in most systems, the 

computations done on each individual game-object is relatively small and the overhead of 

scheduling might not make it practical. Furthermore, the operation‟s weight might not be 

uniformly distributed over the game-object range and could vary between frames. Instead, game-

objects would have to be batched together and then sent for scheduling. Batch granularity would 

have to be tuned depending on the operations magnitude and number of cores/threads available. 

Additional complications arise if there are data-flow dependencies between the game objects in 

the system itself.  

An interesting data parallel model is discussed in [17] where game objects are batched and 

several system functions are performed on the batch. For each batch, several ordered updates, 

Figure 4: Multithreaded design where each system is run on its own 

thread. Synchronization is done once at the end of every frame 
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including physics, AI or scene processing is done. This model theoretically provides excellent 

scalability, unfortunately complicated data-flow (e.g. collisions detection might consist of 

several stages where interaction between game-objects is required) can enforce impractical 

synchronization points and make it hard to design. Furthermore, if middleware is used it might 

not be possible to extract the functionality in a form which can be used on custom batches. 

2.3.4 TASK-BASED GAME-ENGINES 

All the techniques mentioned above, aside from the data parallel model, are fixed for certain 

hardware configurations and don‟t scale very well. Since the number of available cores is rapidly 

increasing, developers are getting beyond the point where they have enough independent systems 

to utilize them for functional parallelism. The Update/Render-split and Cascaded design would 

only utilize around 2-6 threads and the magnitude of the work done by the threaded systems 

would differ heavily and cause significant bottlenecks in achieved parallelism.  

A number of attempts have been made on fully multithreaded game engines and frameworks 

[4][5][6][8], which partly have been covered throughout this report. To achieve scalability they 

all include the concept of tasks and suggest different strategies for scheduling them and 

synchronizing their shared data. Task-based architectures appear to be the way to go and 

wrapping all functionality as tasks is the first difficult step encountered. Decisions need to be 

made on what should be a task and at what granularity level it is possible to spread the workload. 

Next, the game-loop must be represented in some way and the program flow must be revised to 

suit a parallel model. This affects how tasks are submitted to the scheduler; either a dependency-

graph could be parsed or all tasks could be requested from the different systems and mixed into a 

queue. The final, and possibly the most difficult, choice is how to synchronize all the shared data 

(of entities and attributes) used in the game.  

Based on the research of multithreaded game engines covered in this report so far, Table 1 

illustrates some of the most important issues and design considerations which the presented 

architectures have considered and balanced between: 

Design consideration Examples Comment 

 Type of scheduling   

o Unordered (mixed, arbitrary) [8] Can result in latency and ordering issues, 

unpredictable execution. 
o Dependency based  Scheduler parses dependency graph to extract tasks. 
 Dynamic [6] Difficult to predict. 
 Static [4][5][6][21] Limits scalability. 

 Synchronization Strategies   

o None [5][6] Producer/Consumer model, scheduling guarantees no 

synchronization necessary. 
o Ad-Hoc (on the fly)   
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 Locks [4] Can lead to deadlock if not used carefully, big 

responsibility for game-programmers. 
 Non-Blocking [10] Large overhead with STM, not applicable in all 

situations. 

o Fixed-Point  Components/Tasks must replicate data, can cause 

choke-points if distribution takes long time. 

 End-of-Frame [21][8]  
 Fixed intervals [8]  

o Mixed   

 Game-Object Data Residence   

o Component-Managers  More cache friendly, clear data-ownership. Difficult to 

manage shared attributes. 
o Game-Objects  Easier to understand and visualize. 

 

Table 1: Design considerations for task -based architectures. 

Scheduling and synchronization strategies affect each other; in fact, if the scheduling is 

restrictive enough to guarantee that all tasks being executed can run completely independently, 

no further synchronization would be required by the architecture. A couple of the dependency-

graph driven architectures examined so far, such as [5][6], attempts to do this. [5] treats all tasks 

as producers and consumers in order to clarify their relationships. However, it is hard to 

completely avoid synchronization and such a scheduler could result in extracting very little 

parallelism. Another complication arises when trying to extract data-parallelism by having tasks, 

within a certain system, work on batches of game-objects; if one batch is completed early on in 

the dependency chain it would be wise for the next task in the 

dependency chain to directly start working on that batch. Since simple 

dependency graphs don‟t model relationships at a batch-level, but rather 

at a system/component level, this is not possible. Certain frameworks, 

such as [5], have acknowledged this issue and are experimenting on 

solutions for it. It would require a dynamic graph and scheduler and a 

special mechanism for dealing with batches. Parsing dependency trees is, 

however, a very safe approach since it does not drift far away from the 

traditional game loop and how data is normally processed and stored. 

In contrast, Intel‟s Smoke Framework [8] is one of the few attempts 

which does not focus on the dependencies and instead develops a tailored 

synchronization method for the game-loop (see Figure 5: Simple 

modified game-loop with exclusive synchronization point.). This is 

definitely a more experimental approach, similar to the cascaded design. 

It uses a scheduler, arbitrary tasks and a set of managers to make the 

framework completely dynamic. The framework uses the observer design 

pattern to collect updates (state changes) for an exclusive synchronization 

phase; all systems or game-objects which are interested in modifications 

Figure 5: Simple modified 

game-loop with exclusive 

synchronization point. 
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to a certain attribute or property, registers for updates in a CCM (Change Control Manager). In 

the exclusive synchronization point all the CPU capacity is used to distribute theses updates, 

which theoretically should be beneficial as no systems can be processing the shared data. 

Updates done to game-object attributes are sent to the CCM which keeps a queue for each 

thread. This way no synchronization is necessary during the task execution phase and the 

synchronization phase itself could be performed on multiple threads. Game-systems have local 

copies of the game-objects and can operate independently up until the fixed synchronization 

point.  

An evaluation of the Smoke Framework does not give any convincing conclusions regarding this 

approach and the issues that it faces. While it does incorporate the idea of a traditional game loop 

and clock, it changes the data model and processing schema. Because of this it breaks away from 

the normal game program flow and can potentially cause latency issues or unpredictable results. 

Another consequence of the unordered program flow is that several tasks could be modifying the 

same game-object attribute which causes a conflict at the synchronization point. [8] solves this 

by prioritizing the latest written value, based on a time-stamp, or by letting different system have 

a fixed priority value for certain attributes.     

Furthermore, the game-object system (as described in 2.3.2) is relevant to a parallel architecture 

since it controls where the game-object‟s data resides and, in some cases, who owns it. As 

mentioned, modern models represent game-objects as an aggregation of components rather than 

a deep inheritance hierarchy. This could theoretically be better for parallelization since it groups 

together relevant attributes and decouples the functionality which operates on them. However, 

the most important design choice for parallelization is where the component data resides. It could 

be stored at the game-objects, having a collection of component data-structures stored under each 

one, or it could reside in the actual component manager. In the former case, there is typically one 

large collection of game-objects somewhere in the framework. However, in the latter case there 

would be no central collection of game-objects and a game-object would only be defined by 

some identifier which all component managers references. Each component manager would 

require an associative collection of all the active components of its type in the scene, together 

with the identifier to connect each component with the abstract game-object. If any part of the 

engine needs to access the data of a certain components it would have to query the component 

manager using the objects identifier. A system like this is described in [23], comparing it to 

relational databases and how modern games could be seen as routine operations done at a large 

database. In this analogy, each component manager can be seen as a database table where the 

fields are the attributes of the component. The tables have foreign keys that identify which 

specific game-object the data in that row belongs to.  
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2.4 OVERVIEW OF THE ORGANIZATION‟S FRAMEWORK 

The organization‟s framework, Zen, consists of a set of classes and guidelines to facilitate 

building games and game engines. Zen is not a game engine in itself, but it provides tools to 

easily tailor an engine using a configuration of systems which suits a specific project. It provides 

a robust game application foundation together with a dynamic plug-in system and allows users to 

assemble any type of game for various platforms. 

2.4.1 DESIGN GOALS 

Zen is intended to be user-centric and focuses on user experience and simplicity. The framework 

does not put any restrictions on the types of games that could be developed; it could be used for a 

high performance real-time game, a tool or an editing application. It follows a set of design goals 

which has guided the development of the framework. These are taken from the official project-

Wiki: 

Rapid Prototyping: It should be possible to develop interactive real-time applications 

quickly and with as little code as possible. 

Flexibility: It should be easy to use, modify or replace existing behavior and add new 

features. 

Extensibility: The framework should be modular and facilitate integration with external 

middleware. 

Collaborative Development: It should be easy for multiple teams to use and extend the 

framework cooperatively. 

To achieve these goals a combination of features and concepts such as; reusable code, loose 

coupling, encapsulation, plug-in support and dynamic messaging/events are necessary. Zen 

provides a great deal of freedom to its users and often provides choices which suit different 

performance and/or design requirements. This places a great deal of responsibility on the users 

and the framework must be handled with care. 

2.4.2 STRUCTURE 

Zen is developed in C++ and the main part is split into 4 Visual Studio projects: ZenCore, 

ZenCoreExt, ZenSystem and ZenSystemExt. It is divided into two layers; the Core (framework) 

layer and the System layer (see Figure 6). Both layers include one base project, providing the 

basic classes for that layer, as well as an extension project with additional classes which belong 

to that layer but are considered to be extras.  
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Figure 6: Main layers and projects in Zen. Image from Zen project-wiki site. 

The core layer provides a structural skeleton for real-time games and is modeled after 

Microsoft‟s XNA Framework [14]. This model is centered at the Game class which contains the 

main clock, game loop and all the game components and services. It acts as the foundation for 

any game and is meant to be extended for each individual project. The game loop is split into 

virtual Update and Draw functions which users can override. The main clock keeps track of the 

actual real time passed between frames but also a separates game-time which can be set to a 

fixed rate. The Update function is called based on the game-time and the Draw function is called 

as frequently as possible.  

The Game-class contains a collection of GameComponents which users can add and remove 

during runtime. A GameComponent is any wrapped piece of game logic which requires updating 

each frame. It is similar to a component-manager, as defined in 2.3.2, but could be a larger 

system for physics or networking. GameComponents can be enabled and disabled at any time 

and has a property to control their update order relative to other GameComponents. An extension 

of GameComponent, DrawableGameComponent, additionally receives a Draw call every time 

the game is about the render.   

The Core extension project contains additions which are not necessarily a part of a game 

foundation, but are still important parts of a game framework in general. This includes the 

EventManager; a manager to register and trigger asynchronous events. As with Microsoft‟s 

XNA Framework, Zen uses events frequently and encourages it as a normal channel for 

communication between systems. In Microsoft‟s XNA model these are immediate events where 

callback functions are called directly when an event is triggered. While Zen does provide low-

level events like these, Zen‟s EventManager also provides another type of deferred, high-level 

events. The EventManager adds an extra layer of indirection and abstraction by queuing up 

events and callbacks and using dynamic parameters. Events are simply represented by an ID and 

users can hook up to any event, using the ID, directly with the EventManager. This improves 
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modularity and loosens coupling at the cost of performance and memory. Zen gives its users the 

options to use both levels of event processing, known as ImmediateEvents and DeferredEvents, 

depending on the users preferences. Furthermore, the Core extension also includes classes for the 

plug-in system which is discussed in detail in 2.4.3. 

The system layer provides classes to facilitate certain operations at a lower platform level. It 

provides basic data types (date-time, mathematic structures, hash IDs etc), operating system 

services (I/O operations, threading support etc) and memory management tools. These are all 

wrapped to be platform-independent, allowing the framework to be used on PC as well as 

consoles or mobile devices. This layer also provides the classes for Services; components which 

does not require periodic Update or Draw calls. Typically they provide some functionality which 

other GameComponents require, such as Scripting system providing a service to execute external 

scripts. The extension project to the system layer is very small and only adds a few classes, e.g. a 

reference counted smart pointer. 

The framework does not put any constraints on game-objects and does not commit to a certain 

game-object system. One of the organizations technology demos uses a component based game-

object system which is entirely implemented in scripts and not at framework level.  

2.4.3 PLUGIN & SCRIPT SYSTEM 

In line with the extensibility design goal, Zen features an advanced plug-in system where new 

systems can be added to the application with the help of DLLs (see Figure 25 in Appendix). Each 

plug-in must implement a certain interface and be loaded by the PluginManager. When a plug-in 

is loaded it typically adds one or several GameComponents, representing its system, to the main 

Game instance.  

This way an application instance can load whatever components it requires depending on startup 

flags and even change modes, unload and load plug-ins, at runtime. For example; a dedicated 

server might load GameLogic, ServerPhysics, AI, ServerNetwork at startup, while a client loads 

Renderer, GUIManager, InputManager etc. An editor application might load Renderer, 

AttributeEditor and TerrainEditor at startup but then temporarily add Physics and GameLogic 

when the user wants to test his design. 

The framework does not commit to any specific scripting language. However, the main 

technology demo uses Squirrel, a lightweight high-level object oriented language [24]. The 

scripting language is added to the framework as a plug-in. The plug-in registers a Service which 

can be used to execute script files from the hard-drive. Aside from this an interface between the 

framework and the scripts is required to give the scripts access to the frameworks features. To do 

this, a script façade is supplied with the plug-in. This unfortunately also results in some code 

duplication of framework components which are necessary for scripts.    
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To make the scripts useful they will also require access to features supplied by other plug-ins; 

such as a graphics, physics or audio plug-in. This requires each other plug-in to also supply an 

extra scripting façade which wraps all functionality that should be exposed to the game scripts. 

Currently, Zen encourages heavy use of its high level event system for this. In the main 

technology demo, the event system is the normal way to signal and send messages between 

scripts and systems. For example, one type of event is used to signal to the Physics system/plug-

in to create a game-object, with certain attributes specified in the event parameters. Another 

event could be used to manually move or rotate that object. These events use object IDs to 

connect an object represented in a script, to an object in one or several plug-ins. This way, if 

several systems are simulating different aspects of the same object, they will all update their 

internal state accordingly after receiving e.g. a position change event.   

The software developed during this project will be added to Zen through a plug-in. This makes 

the new task scheduling system an optional component when using their framework. However, 

depending on the design of the scheduler and synchronization mechanism, other changes might 

be necessary in the framework layer.  
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3 RESULT 

This chapter will present the result of this project for each step in the process. Comments and 

motivations will be made on why a certain solution was chosen and what aspects were 

considered. 

3.1 DESIGN 

Most of the different design considerations discussed throughout the Extended Background 

(chapter 2) have their own strength and weaknesses. Many of them could be favorable, 

depending on the context they are applied to, and their performance benefits are difficult to 

predict.  

Because of this; a generic design has been chosen for the architecture core, consisting of a few 

interchangeable components. This facilitates evaluation and comparison of different approaches 

and techniques. Furthermore, a generic design allows users to tailor the task- and 

synchronization-system to an individual application‟s requirements.  Since different approaches 

usually involve some compromises between memory overhead and performance; different 

strategies can suit different types of applications. This is also comports with the organization‟s 

requirements and will facilitate the integration process with their framework.     
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3.1.1 OVERVIEW OF MAIN COMPONENTS 

The core components for the new parallel architecture consist of the Scheduler, Worker-Threads, 

Task Supplier and, optionally, the Attribute State Manager. 

These components do not enforce any specific algorithms; the worker-threads are free to run any 

kind of scheduling logic while having access to the scheduler (the other worker-threads) and the 

task-supplier. The ASM (Attribute State Manager) provides a relatively fixed method for 

synchronization in order to enhance performance while having control over the process (see 

3.1.6). Technically, each component is implemented by generic class or interface which requires 

further extension to provide the actual logic. 

Here is a brief overview of the purposes and responsibilities of each component (see 3.1.2 and 

3.1.3 for further details). 

Scheduler 

 The link to the game-framework, processed in main game-loop. 

 Initializes the worker-threads. 

 Manages the worker-thread‟s cycles; signals them to start and checks if they have 

completed. 

Figure 7: Task-System‟s main scheduling components and their interaction (not including the Attribute State Manager) 
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 Runs worker-loop as the main-thread. 

 Provides additional tools for direct usage, such as a parallel-for loop (see 2.3.3). 

Task-Supplier 

 Performs high-level scheduling and controls program flow. 

 Manages a set of tasks and performs queries for the worker-threads. 

 Might allow dynamic submission of tasks depending on task model. 

Worker-Thread 

 Performs the local, low-level, scheduling algorithm/logic. 

 Queries Task-Supplier for new tasks and executes them. 

Attribute State Manager 

 Controls access and updates to shared attributes. 

 Based on a distributed, component-based, entity system. 

 Allows immediate (blocking) propagation and deferred propagation to an exclusive 

synchronization point (queues up updates).  

 It is optional: the scheduling system is not dependent on the state manager. 

The architecture is centered on the worker-threads, which query tasks from the task-supplier and 

executes them. At their most primitive form; the components are generic, loosely coupled and 

don‟t enforce any overhead. The scheduler specifies what type of worker-threads it should create 

and what type of task-supplier the workers should use. Tasks are developed by users through an 

interface, where the Execute function is the main member to implement. At first thought, the 

components in the architecture wouldn‟t need to know any details of the task or where it 

executes. However, this is very impractical and makes it difficult to predict execution and know 

when tasks are completed. For this reason tasks also include data about its current status which 

the components can read to make better decisions. 

While this is initially highly generic, the actual implementations of the components will 

inevitable add certain restrictions. For example; any type of worker-thread will not necessarily 

work with any task-supplier since the user could build dependencies between them in order to 

express certain functionality or scheduling features. Furthermore, a special type of worker-thread 

could require additional data from tasks to run its algorithm or enable its features. Aside from 

this, the architecture adds a general restriction on the execution flow of tasks to make it more 

deterministic.  
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3.1.2 CYCLE CONCEPT 

 

Figure 8: Illustrates how cycles are performed and how workers interact with the task-supplier. Cycle Tasks are scheduled 

within the cycle “barrier” and Long-Term Tasks are running freely. In-between two cycles synchronization can be done and the 

normal game-framework is processed. 

Because of the incremental nature of simulating real-time games; a reoccurring scheduling 

barrier is desirable to control what gets executed during the game-loop (see Figure 8). This is 

also required in order let the main thread (the thread which the application was started on) run 

through the normal framework logic. It wouldn‟t be practical to let the workers run tasks 

indefinitely, especially not the one running on the main thread. To achieve such a barrier it must 

be decided when and how scheduling should halt and be restarted. A simple solution to this is to 

add a set of tasks which are meant run for one frame. The task-execution phase completes when 

all tasks have been executed and the main game-loop can continue as usual. This is a common 

approach for parallel game-engines (discussed in 2.3.4) and would work with simple unordered 

task-lists as well as dependency based task models. [8] even goes further and allows the 

scheduler to pick tasks, before the parallel execution phase, depending on if they would have 

time to complete in the current frame or not. Tasks which are periodical and reoccurring are 

typically re-added to the scheduling mechanism at the beginning of each frame. For parallel 

engines which model dependencies, the graph is typically parsed once per frame to extract the 

necessary tasks.  

However, this approach does not allow users to express how their tasks should be executed, 

when they are actually complete or natively mix reoccurring tasks with short one-time tasks. 

Such functionality would have to be done manually by the users and built on top of the existing 

solution. In order to simplify this; a cycle/iteration-based model is presented and used as a core 

part of the architecture. The model is loosely enforced by certain status flags and return values 

used by the components, but it is up to every worker-thread type and task supplier to follow 

some guidelines to make them work together. 
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Definition: One cycle is completed when all eligible tasks at a particular point in time 

have been executed once and has returned with a result code. 

The task-supplier decides which tasks are eligible for a certain cycle (see 3.1.5) which will 

depend on the general execution strategy, e.g. if and how it models dependencies between them. 

The result code returned by the task is either, Success, Failure or Progress. These codes tell the 

task-supplier if the task is really successfully completed or if it requires to be run in additional 

cycles. Failed tasks can be removed, retried or even halt the program. Aside from this, tasks have 

a status code which specifies their current location in the process/pipeline. With this help, the 

task-supplier can detect if there could be more tasks in the current cycle or it is completed for the 

moment. This information is finally returned to the workers which can react accordingly; go into 

an idle state if the cycle is completed or keep iterating and searching for tasks. After a cycle has 

been completed the task-supplier is signaled to reset all incomplete tasks so that they can be 

eligible for the next cycle. The point of the Progress return code is to natively let users schedule 

reoccurring/periodical tasks which span over several cycles without having to re-add them. 

Practically, this model is simply an easy way to enforce a barrier to make execution more 

deterministic and maintainable.    

To complicate matters; it is also desirable to allow some tasks to block indefinitely and run 

across cycles (see Figure 8). To support this tasks are split into two types; cycle tasks and long-

term tasks. Cycle tasks follow the rules discussed above. Long-term tasks could involve e.g. 

resource loading or long, non-periodical, processing which will block the thread for an indefinite 

amount of time. Traditionally such tasks might be placed on a new thread and treated as a special 

case. By supporting these two different types of core tasks, a unified system is achieved without 

any need for special treatment. The architecture maintains the concept of cycles, but gives users 

the option to supply tasks which run outside it. 

To deal with long-term tasks they must be marked so that the task-supplier does not wait for their 

completion. The scheduler must not wait on workers which are running long-term tasks, instead 

the cycle-completion condition is met when all threads are either idling or running a long-term 

task. Furthermore, it would be preferable to not run long-term tasks on the main worker-thread 

(if there are several workers) since that would unnecessarily block the whole game loop. By 

scheduling long-term tasks on other threads; a higher CPU utilization would be achieved since 

the workers wouldn‟t necessarily be idling in-between cycles. It would also be preferable to 

spread long-term tasks as much as possible on the available workers in case there are several 

eligible long-term tasks at a certain moment. Unfortunately, these preferences complicate matters 

significantly and are hard to meet since they must be supported by a specific worker-thread type 

and cannot naturally be achieved in the architecture core. This is inconvenient since the cycle-

model could be blocked if long-term tasks are used with simple worker-threads. Enabling long-

term tasks requires certain care and precautions which will be brought up throughout the chapter.  
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3.1.3 THE SCHEDULER 

„Scheduler‟ is a somewhat misleading name for this component as it does not actually perform 

any scheduling algorithm itself; it acts more like a Worker-Thread Manager. It does not 

distribute any work for the workers and does not decide which tasks are eligible for execution. 

However; it is the starting point for the whole task-system and is the interface used by the rest of 

the game framework. Therefore, the name „Scheduler‟ signifies its purpose to the users of the 

architecture. 

The scheduler owns, initializes and disposes the worker-thread-pool; it creates one thread per 

core in addition to the main thread. It also sets the affinity of each thread to one of the cores 

(through OS calls) and records some hardware properties, e.g. clock frequency and ideally 

supported instruction sets etc. The scheduler is plugged into the rest of the game framework and 

will receive an update/execute call once during each frame. Initially workers are waiting in an 

idle state specified by an internal status flag. Every frame the scheduler initiates a new cycle and 

returns once it is completed. It does this by releasing the workers into a search state, through 

altering their status flag, and letting them continue to run until they go back into the idle state by 

themselves or start working on a long-term task.  

The architecture is not built for a dedicated scheduling worker/thread since it would be too much 

of a restriction at this time. The scheduler should work on N cores, which could be 1 as well as 4, 

8 or more. Instead the workers in the thread pool individually run logic which acquires tasks and 

executes them; the scheduler‟s job is simply to start the process and check for its completion. 

However, this introduces a problem for the main thread which is desired to be used as a worker. 

It should run as a part of the thread pool but at the same time naturally has to go back to the 

normal framework once the cycle is completed. To achieve this behavior the main thread, after 

releasing all the other workers, repeatedly runs the worker-thread loop (see 3.1.2.4) with a 

special flag so that it returns once the cycle is complete and does not go into the idle state. After 

each task processing attempt the worker-loop checks for the cycle completion condition and, if 

met, the main thread can safely return. 

3.1.4 WORKER THREADS 

Each worker in the thread-pool continuously runs a Worker-Loop. The worker-loop is 

interchangeable but all workers perform the same one. Their objective is to empty the Task-

Supplier (see 3.1.5) through continuously querying for new tasks and executing them. Their 

individual logic collaborative behaves as a low-level scheduling algorithm. All the workers run 

on their own private thread, which in best case is mapped to one particular CPU core. As 

mentioned; one special case is the main thread which runs individual iterations of the loop in 

order to detect cycle completion.  
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Worker-threads possess a status field which is used by the scheduler to track their actions. A 

worker can be in one of the following states/modes: Idle, Search, RunCycle, RunLongTerm, 

RunParallelFor or Exit. As mentioned, they start of in the idle state running a busy waiting loop. 

The scheduler moves all of them from idle to search at the beginning of a cycle. When a worker 

starts running a task it sets itself into one of the run-states depending on the task type. The 

RunParallelFor state is used for a special light-weight parallel-for mechanism. As soon as a 

worker receives the empty (3.1.5) result from a query to the task-supplier it should move itself 

back into the idle state. After a worker completed a long-term task it should always go into idle 

state since it is could be unsafe to continue processing tasks (it could complete the long-term task 

in-between cycles). 

Worker-thread implementations differ in what they do with tasks before they execute them. They 

also have the option to query the task-supplier for a single new task or for as many tasks as 

possible. For this project, three worker strategies have been design; Simple, Work Stealing, and 

Thread Locking. They have different strengths, weaknesses and features and could all be viable 

options depending on the application requirements. The main parameters affecting the 

performance of these are: the granularity of tasks, the search overhead and the task-supplier 

query overhead.  

At the worker level, there are different ways to deal with long-term tasks. Minimally it is 

preferred that the long-term tasks are only scheduled on non-main workers (workers not running 

on the main thread). Unfortunately that is quite complex requirement and currently only 

supported by the thread-locking worker implementation. Even more complex worker-threads 

could e.g. guarantee that all cycle tasks are executed before any long-term tasks. This would 

ensure that the cycle is completed as quickly as possible but might end up blocking more 

workers the preceding cycle. Certain care is required to ensure that the system does not get 

deadlocked by waiting for acquired cycle-tasks hidden by workers running long-term tasks. It 

needs to be guaranteed that all tasks released from the task-supplier get the chance to run as long 

as there is a free worker.  

3.1.4.1 SIMPLE WORKER 

The Simple worker is trivial; it continuously queries for one new task from the task-supplier and 

executes it. Its simplicity is its main strength, no extra overhead is required internally and it is 

easy to visualize and predict what it is doing. However, since it queries for one single task at the 

time it might cause a lot of contention at the task-supplier. If the task-supplier needs to block 

every time a worker queries for a new task it could end up making very little progress, especially 

if there is high task granularity (implying many queries per cycle) and the task-supplier has a lot 

of internal overhead or is forced to block for a long time. Overall it does not scale very well; the 

more workers running in the pool, the more contention will be present and a bottleneck might 

arise. 
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3.1.4.2 TASK STEALING 

 

Figure 9: State diagram illustrating the loop for the work stealing worker-threads. 

This is based on the work stealing algorithm, as discussed in 2.1.2, and requires that each worker 

maintains a local queue of tasks. As shown in figure 8; the loops start by first checking the local 

queue for a new task. If there are local tasks left, the worker queries the task-supplier for as many 

new tasks as possible and puts them in the local queue. If the query succeeded, one of the new 

tasks can directly be picked from the local queue and started. It could fail for two reasons; either 

if the task-supplier is busy or if it is empty (see 3.1.5). If it is empty; there cannot be any more 

tasks to schedule this cycle and the worker can safely go into idle state. If it is busy; the worker 

instead attempts to perform „task stealing‟ since any of the other workers could have a lot of 

extra work to be done in their local queues. This involves looping through all other workers in 

the pool to see if they can give up half (rounding up) of their spare tasks. Only workers which are 

busy running tasks are considered, not workers which are dealing with their own queue and 

holding a lock to it. This should speed up the stealing process by not letting workers wait for one 

particular other worker and instead directly moving on and trying the next one. If the stealing 

process fails, it could mean that either there were no free tasks to take from anyone, or it could 

mean that all of them were not available to steal from at the moment. In any case, the algorithm 

proceeds by querying the task-supplier again and repeating the process.  

This technique attempts minimize contention at the task-supplier by letting workers deal with 

their local queue as much as possible. If blocking synchronization is used, locks would be 

required when accessing a task from the local queue. However, the only actual contention, aside 

from the task-supplier query, would arise if one worker happened to start stealing from a worker 

in the process of grabbing a new local task or filling it from the task-supplier. Compared to the 

Simple Worker; this technique is expected to scale better. Since it does require some overhead, it 

might not be beneficial for applications with low task granularity and few workers. 
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3.1.4.3 THREAD LOCKING 

This is actually an extension of the work stealing algorithm to add the „thread locking‟ feature, as 

discussed in 2.1.2, which is one of the requirements from the organization. If an application uses 

non thread-safe middleware, certain tasks might be required to never run concurrently. 

Furthermore, some middleware might actually have to always be run on the same thread, e.g. 

because it uses Thread Local Storage
6
, TLS, or e.g. if it depends on the thread‟s processing of 

OS messages. To achieve this, sensitive (non thread-safe) tasks has to be locked to a certain 

thread and always scheduled on it. In this case it means that sensitive tasks must repeatedly end 

up on the same worker. While this feature could be implemented at the task-supplier, it was 

decided that the responsibility shouldn‟t be placed at that level. Instead, since a worker could end 

up acquiring a thread-locked task which it is unauthorized to run (if the task is locked to another 

worker), the workers need to collaborate in order to get the sensitive tasks to the correct place. 

To make this possible, any sensitive tasks can be assigned a task-group. A group can be readable 

name which clarifies which other tasks, or which thread, it belongs with. Each group is then 

resolved to a particular worker, spreading them as much as possible over the worker pool. 

Subsequently, a task belonging to a group can be assigned a list of identifiers (simple indices) to 

the workers in the pool which are authorized to execute it.  

The worker does all of this automatically, on the fly, whenever it acquires a new task from its 

local queue. If a worker encounters a task flagged as thread-locked, it first checks if the task has 

an identifier to a worker which is authorized to run it. If it hasn‟t; the identifier must be resolved 

based on the task‟s group. First, the worker pool is processed to see if any worker is responsible 

for that group. If one or more of such workers was found, the task is assigned their identifiers. 

Otherwise the group hasn‟t been assigned to a worker yet and will automatically be given to the 

first worker found with the least number of group responsibilities. This spreads the work load as 

much as possible without knowing how many, or how demanding, tasks are using the group. 

Note that the identifier and/or group resolution will only be done once per group and task. 

Worker group responsibilities can also be set manually and multiple workers could be assigned 

to the same group. This could be useful if the user knows a better arrangement of groups, e.g. if 

some groups are heavier than others.  Once the task has acquired the identifier, the worker which 

encountered the task can check if it is authorized to execute it. 

All of this takes place when a worker attempts to get a local task; the rest of the main algorithm 

is identical to the „task stealing‟ worker loop. Each worker maintains an additional local queue 

for tasks which they have discovered that they are unauthorized to run. If a task was found and is 

flagged as being thread-locked, the worker checks if it is authorized to execute it. If it is; it 

proceeds as usual. If it is not; it will be placed in the new queue of unauthorized tasks. When a 

worker attempts to steal from another worker, it first tries to take all tasks from the others 

                                                 
6
 A block of memory which is local to each thread and accessible through OS-function calls. 
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unauthorized queue which it itself is authorized to run. Then the worker proceeds as usual and 

takes half of the tasks in the local queue while also making sure to only take tasks which it is 

authorized to run.  

Overall, this is a powerful feature since it allows users to use the task-system with non thread-

safe middleware instead have having to treat them separately. The feature does, however, 

complicate low-level scheduling quite a bit: requiring more overhead and introducing extra 

contention. However, it might be the only solution if certain tasks are not safe to concurrently or 

on varying threads and their implementations are hidden. If there are only a few such tasks, it 

could be wiser to run them outside the task-system. Furthermore, since tasks get locked to a 

specific thread, load-balancing will be negatively affected if tasks are relatively coarse. To 

overcome this, it is recommended to assign groups manually if they contain heavy tasks. 

Fortunately, non thread-locked tasks should be minimally affected by the locked ones. 

Interesting variations could be done with this technique in order to e.g. achieve stronger support 

for heterogeneous CPUs. Instead of actually locking tasks to one worker, they could be assigned 

a list of preferred workers based on e.g. supported instruction sets on the underlying CPU. 

Currently this could also be done by manually assigning groups to the corresponding workers 

and tasks. 

As mentioned, this worker type can naturally be used to guarantee that long-term task is executed 

on non-main workers. To do this, a special „non-main‟ group is automatically given to all 

appropriate workers. All long-term tasks can be assigned to this special group and will be 

thereby only be executed by one of the non-main workers. If there is a free worker looking for 

tasks and the task-supplier is busy; it will take tasks from another worker, even if that worker is 

busy on a long-term task. If there are no more tasks to take, it must mean that there are no more 

possible cycle-tasks left and the worker goes into idle state as usual. If there is a cycle task 

locked to a worker running a long-term task, it will have to wait for a following cycle when that 

task is completed. As long as there is more than one worker, the main thread will never be 

blocked and the cycles will proceed as usual.  

3.1.5 THE TASK SUPPLIER 

As mentioned; the task-supplier is used within the architecture to determine which tasks the 

worker-threads should execute. In this sense it is actually a high level scheduling mechanism. It 

is integrated with the other components though a simple interface which must be implemented to 

supply the actual functionality. A task-supplier internally maintains a set of tasks in whatever 

data-structure suits its strategy. The set of tasks could be statically established at some point in 

the application or dynamically submitted from tasks being executed, this is up to each task-

supplier‟s design.   
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It provides a main QueryTasks function which the worker-threads repeatedly call in their loop. 

There are two versions; one returning as many tasks as possible and one returning at most one 

task (see 3.1.4). The function can return one of the following result codes: Success, Busy or 

Empty, as illustrated by Figure 7 and Figure 8. Success means that the task-supplier found and 

returned one or more eligible tasks. Busy, indicates that no new tasks could be returned at the 

moment but that more tasks could become available during this cycle. Empty indicates that there 

are no more eligible tasks for this cycle, which could either mean that all tasks have been 

successfully completed or that one or more have returned with the progress code and needs more 

cycles to complete successfully. It could also mean that the only eligible tasks left are non-

terminated long-term tasks. In order to be sure what result code to return, it must hold on to all 

tasks that it manages and check through their status flags (see 3.1.2) to see if a task is still being 

executed or have actually completed.   

Two task-suppliers have been designed for this project, reflecting the two major design choices 

discussed in 2.3.4: the Unordered Queue and the Behavior Tree. Further variations could include 

simpler techniques for expressing dependencies or even a distributed task-supplier where tasks 

can be sent through a network session (see 4.2).  

3.1.5.1 UNORDERED QUEUE 

This is the most primitive task-supplier possible, consisting of one big list of tasks. It is 

unordered in the sense that tasks are released to the workers in the same order they happened to 

be submitted. Tasks can be submitted directly to the task-supplier whenever the user prefers. It 

follows the standard rules for task completions; successful task are removed from the queue as 

soon as they are discovered and incomplete tasks are reset after the cycles has completed. 

Like with the „Simple Worker‟; its simplicity is its strength. There is very little processing 

required when querying for tasks. All tasks are considered to be executable in parallel and will 

be released as soon as possible. If a worker queries for many tasks, it will directly receive all 

tasks in the queue since they are all eligible at the beginning of a cycle. Similarly to [8], this 

task-supplier could be used to run the major game-systems in parallel when there is no need to 

express dependencies. Periodical update tasks could continuously return progress to be repeated 

in all cycles. 

3.1.5.2 BEHAVIOR TREE 

Behavior trees are a type of graphical modeling language, traditionally used in software 

engineering to express a deep and holistic view of complicated requirements systems [26]. A 

certain variation of behavior-trees has recently become popular within the game development 

industry as an alternative to traditional state machines. It has been proven especially powerful for 

AI software and can be used to track long term goals of computer controlled characters [27].  
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A hierarchical tree is constructed where each node is one of several available behaviors, 

responsible for choosing which of the child-nodes should be processed. A few key behaviors are 

typically used which together can express most scenarios; the sequence, conditional and parallel 

behaviors (see Figure 10). A sequence node executes each child-node in a sequential order until 

all have been completed. Conditional nodes execute a subset of its child-nodes depending on the 

evaluation of a certain condition. The parallel node executes all its child-nodes simultaneously 

until they have completed. A behavior node can complete with a certain result; either failing or 

succeeding. Different variations of the mentioned behaviors might be done depending on how 

they react to failure and success. The leaf-nodes of the tree are special and are typically known as 

action nodes. These are the actual actions, e.g. moving a character, playing an animation, 

shooting a weapon etc., which are carried out depending on the large-scale path taken through 

the tree. The tree structure naturally breaks down into tasks for the character to perform while at 

the same time progressing towards the long term goal. An important feature is that customized 

behaviors or actions can be built to allow users to express event more complicated and 

specialized scenarios. 

In this project the behavior-tree concept is exploited to capture the flow of an entire application, 

using the same key behaviors which have been popularized for AI software. Instead of letting the 

tree control the long-term behavior of AI characters; it can be used to control the behavior of the 

game components, events, UI etc. The tree captures the behavior in both the long-term scope, 

between several frames, and in the short-term, for tasks within an individual frame or cycle. 

Sequence and parallel nodes are of particular interest here; with them dependencies can be 

modeled, similarly to the graphs discussed in 2.1.3. The leaf-nodes are the actual tasks that 

should be scheduled at a particular point in time. Certain care is required to make this fit into the 

cycle-based system; it must be possible to execute an entire sequence within one cycle, but also 

let the sequence span over several cycles in 

case any of its leaf-tasks return progress.  

The task-supplier‟s query function parses the 

tree to extract eligible tasks. It uses the status 

codes of the tasks to determine if it has 

succeeded, failed, is progressing or whether or 

not it has actually been released yet during this 

cycle. Tasks are placed in a special Task-

Container node in the tree, which does not 

necessarily have to be leafs. When performing 

a query; the task-supplier parses the tree and 

whenever it reaches a task-container node it 

extracts all tasks which have not been 

submitted yet during this cycle. The task-

Figure 10: A simple behavior tree which could be parsed by 

the task-supplier. The blue nodes are behaviors controlling 

the program flow while the green are tasks. The first query 

would return T1, T2 and any of T4 and T5 depending on the 

condition. As soon as T2 have been completed; T3 would be 

available either in the same cycle, if T2 succeeded, or in a 

future cycle, if T2 is incomplete.  
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supplier parses all root nodes that have been submitted to it and continues until there are no more 

nodes to parse. It returns any found tasks to the worker-thread following the same rules as the 

unordered queue.  

With these tools there is no problem expressing simple dependencies such as in Figure 2. Users 

could construct a tree for the main game-loop with tasks for e.g. rendering a frame, simulating 

physics combined with complex branches for doing AI logic. New trees could be submitted on 

the fly to react to events or break down work from a larger task. Sequences can be used wherever 

there is a need for a synchronization point or if there are several independent tasks which must 

be executed in a certain order to achieve the correct result. Nodes can also behave differently 

with the cycle model, for example; a sequence node could always go through all its child-nodes 

every cycle, even if they return progress. The most powerful feature is that additional behaviors 

can be added which suits patterns commonly found in a certain project. Other examples of 

behaviors might be: random, wait/delay, repeat, etc. All of these represent logic which control 

the program flow and would be quite unnecessary to perform within a task. The main tree(s) 

could be loaded/submitted once at the initialization phase and even read from a standardized file 

format. Future utilities and tools could allow users to construct trees visually in an editor. 

Since the behavior-tree task-supplier is so powerful it also makes it very easy to abuse. If a user 

would create a behavior which incorporates any time-consuming logic it could delay or block the 

task-supplier and the workers. Furthermore, if the tree processing takes long time and uses 

blocking synchronization (only one worker can be processing at the time) then it could cause 

unnecessary waiting if there are many workers looking for new tasks. Non-blocking, 

simultaneous, tree parsing could be possible but requires special care for each behavior node. 

3.1.6 SYNCHRONIZATION 

Of the design choices for synchronization discussed throughout Section 2, many are reasonable 

and might suit different applications. Because of this a state manager has been designed which 

supports the two main strategies for synchronizing shared system-data. These are; the lock-free 

exclusive point, e.g. at end of frame, and the ad-hoc, on demand, method using locks. This 

allows testing and evaluation of both strategies and suits the organization guidelines by 

providing different options for their users. 

3.1.6.1 GAME-OBJECT SYSTEM 

The organization‟s current framework does not explicitly contain a game-object system. Game-

object identification and components are added on demand through scripts and synchronization 

is done through the high-level event system. It is assumed that middleware components have 

their own internal representation of game-objects that cannot be changed. While the new design 

unfortunately can‟t change the game-object composition and data-residence, it can add an 
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identification mechanism to unify the independent systems. By agreeing on a common structure 

for all systems they can communicate in a well-formed and clear manner. Based on the 

terminology clarified in 2.3.2; this structure encourages the use of component managers to be 

responsible for a set of game-object components. If the component data can be allocated by the 

user it would preferably reside in the component manager itself where each active game-object 

identifier is mapped with its respective component allocation for quick lookups and cache 

efficiency. If the data is hidden behind the system API, the component manager will be required 

to map between the internal system identification system and the new global one.    

Constructing new game-objects can be confusing since they might have different representations 

in different systems which need to be initialized. In the organization‟s framework this has also 

been handled through the high level event system. Instead, the new design uses an Entity-Factory 

to supply identifiers to new entities and notify entity listeners about their construction and 

destruction. An entity, in this context, is mainly a game-object and a listener is mainly a 

component-manager. However, since there might be shared data at the higher, scene level, an 

entity could actually refer to a scene in which case the listener most likely would be a system 

itself. A list of initial attributes is supplied for the entity creation event and listeners will receive 

the list together with the new ID. If the list of attributes on a new entity contains anything that 

the listener is interested in, it creates its internal representation accordingly. 

3.1.6.2 ATTRIBUTE STATE MANAGER 

 

Figure 11: Illustrates interaction between the tasks (executed by the worker-threads), the system/component-manager state and 

the Attribute State Manager. Blue tasks/arrows highlights tasks which perform direct read and write to internal component-

manager or system data. These are tasks which belong to that system/component-manager and own the data. Black arrows 

shows deferred update postings to the Attribute State Manager, red arrows highlight immediate update propagations. The green 

arrows in the cycle-phase show direct access of cached attribute values. The dark-green blocks illustrate the exclusive Deferred 

Update Propagation phase. 
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The Attribute State Manager, ASM, is the only explicit mechanism the architecture supplies for 

synchronization. The ASM is essentially a generic event handler, using the observer design 

pattern to notify systems and component managers of changes to shared data. It maintains a 

registry of entity-attribute pairs, for all active entities, with a list of listeners for each one. An 

attribute, in this context, is typically a game-object attribute (as presented in 2.3.2) or some 

property of a scene (e.g. gravity).  However, it can be used to synchronize any kind of shared 

data the user requires. 

[8] presents a more generic and indirect mechanism (the Change Control Manager) which 

allows systems, or even individual game-objects, to listen for changes to other game-objects in 

other systems (using a universal ID pattern) and receive notifications on changes to a fixed set of 

attributes. It is up to the listener to check what attribute was changed and query for the new data 

from the subject/poster. Instead, the ASM presented here is centered on a dynamic set of shared 

attributes and the systems or component managers which make changes to them for certain 

entities. The ASM does not require the listener to query for the data, instead it is passed along 

with the notification together with a custom parameter which can be specified when registering 

the listener. The advantage of this is that the listeners don‟t have to know anything about the 

subjects and systems/component-managers are not force to comply with any universal game-

object representation. This mechanism does, however, imply that the updated values always have 

to get copied on the posting if it is not done immediately. Furthermore, since the ASM maintains 

an associative data-structure with active entity-attribute entries; positing can be done directly to a 

certain entry with minimal locking at the cost of a minor lookup to get en entry. This way 

duplicate and redundant updates can easily be detected which simplifies the 

distribution/propagation phase. The downside is the maintenance cost of the data-structure, it 

will be modified every time an entity is created or destroyed. 

As illustrated in Figure 11, the ASM accepts two types of update postings to attributes: deferred 

and immediate. Deferred updates are queued up in an associative container under each active 

entity-attribute combination. The ASM can keep this container up to date by listening to the 

Entity-Factory notifications when entities are constructed or destroyed. The queued update 

consists of the poster ID (normally one of the listeners) and copy of the new value. The queue is 

only processed when one of the Propagate Changes functions are called. When it is time for 

update propagation, normally between task-cycles, all entity-attribute listeners get notified 

(through a delegate invocation) if an update was posted on that attribute. The notification 

consists of the ID for the entity, the actual new value and a custom parameter which can be used 

to quickly map to an internal data-structure which represents that entity. Immediate updates get 

propagated directly when posting and the new value is passed along to all listeners without 

making any copies.  

The conceptual difference between the deferred and immediate postings is that the propagation 

of deferred updates is performed as if it was exclusive; having all the thread/cores to itself 
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without any need for additional synchronization. This means that the actual data distribution 

process could be done in parallel as well; the ASM supports both serial and parallel update 

propagations. Parallel update propagation should be safe to be done per individual entity-

attribute since none of them should alter the data for the same object field at the same listener. 

This works as long as the listeners don‟t cause any side-effects when getting notified or makes 

changes to its data structure. However, when performing an immediate update there is no way of 

knowing what the listening systems and component managers are doing at that time. Therefore, 

the ASM locks each entity-attribute before distributing immediate updates. This way listeners 

don‟t have to worry about if they are receiving a safe update or need to lock them; a listener will 

never get multiple simultaneous notifications the same attribute-entity pair. 

However, since the architecture supports long-term tasks: it is not necessarily true that the 

deferred update propagation will be entirely exclusive. Even if the update propagation is 

performed in-between cycles, there could be long-term tasks being executed and some of the 

worker-threads could be busy. This would imply that not all worker-threads are available for the 

parallel notification process. To solve this, the ASM uses the scheduler to parallelize the update 

propagation through a special parallel-for style loop; splitting the work on the available worker-

threads by giving them one range of the entity-attribute list each to process. This mechanism is 

lightweight and does not impose the overhead which the normal worker-loop algorithm and task-

supplier does. The parallel-for mechanism assumes that the workload is uniform over the whole 

processing range, which might not be the case. In worst case, because of varying number of 

listeners and varying callback workload; this could result in one worker having a heavier range 

to process than the others. However, the low overhead of the mechanism is considered to 

outweigh these variations for typical use cases. Since the scheduler keeps track of the state of 

each worker-thread, it knows which of them are busy working on long-term tasks and will 

exclude them from the process. Furthermore, when using the ASM any long-term tasks should 

avoid reading and writing to component manager or system data since the deferred update 

propagation assumes to be running exclusively and would be harmed with contention. 

A conflict could occur if different postings are done to the same attribute for the same entity. 

These conflicts are resolved with a simple priority indicator for all posts. If multiple postings are 

done at the same priority level, the latest posting is chosen based on a timestamp. While this 

might seem unfair, the priority system lets users express the same read/write order as they would 

have configured the update order of systems in the traditional game-loop. Moreover, these 

conflicts should only occur in special circumstances.  

With this design users have to subscribe for updates for all entities they are interested in. While 

this is appropriate for most scenarios, such as a component manager constantly listening for 

changes to all entities it represents, a user might want to query for an entity‟s attribute value 

directly without periodically subscribing to updates. This could be desired e.g. if a game logic 

task requires the value for a one-time reaction to an event for a single or group of entities. To 
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enable this, the ASM allows a direct entity attribute query on all attributes marked as cached. All 

cached entity attributes keeps a copy of the value from the latest update resolution. This value is 

fast to access since it is not normally written to, only during immediate update postings. With the 

cache the ASM could also be used like a blackboard where users quickly post and read data 

without ever distributing anything and e.g. have attributes without any listeners. 

Although the ASM is a powerful and simple tool; it shouldn‟t be used for large attributes since 

the deferred update postings imply copying and storing the data. Since the ASM is completely 

optional; it is recommended to synchronize large amounts of shared data manually and not go 

through the ASM. The ASM is designed to be used for smaller attributes with frequent updates. 

An advantage over a mechanism with a fixed set of attributes, like in [8], is that users can tune 

granularity with attribute sizes. For example; spatial data (position, rotation, scale) could be 

wrapped into one data-structure and used as a single attribute. This could be beneficial for small 

attributes which are often altered together since it would significantly reduce the overhead in the 

state manager. The disadvantage could be more data-copying and storage than necessary if only 

part of the data-structure was actually altered.  

3.2 PROTOTYPE 

To practically test the architecture design, before integrating it with the organization‟s 

framework, a prototype was developed which includes the components discussed throughout 3.1. 

The initial design was heavily refined and tuned throughout the prototype development to 

address issues and complications discovered during implementation. The prototype should prove 

that: 

 The overall design, with the three core components, works practically and can smoothly 

be integrated with the organization‟s framework. 

 The specific task-suppliers and worker-thread types can be implemented and behave 

correctly, no deadlocks occur. 

 The cycle model works together with the normal game-loop and long-term tasks can be 

scheduled outside the fixed cycles. 

 Reasonable performance benefits and CPU utilization is achieved when using simulated 

game-tasks. 

 The state manager can be implemented, is easy to use and gives reasonable performance 

benefits for parallel update propagations. 

Overall this was a smooth development process with only a few complications. The more 

advanced worker types, featuring task-stealing and thread-locking, were the hardest to test and 

balance because of the many complex states to consider. The behavior-tree task-supplier was 
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successfully implemented but hard to test thoroughly because of the large number of use-cases 

which would have to be considered. Given the short time-frame it was not possible to add a lot of 

functionality to the behavior-tree or experiment with more complex nodes. It mostly contains 

primitive nodes which are necessary to set up a simple program flow and express dependencies. 

Unfortunately, non-blocking synchronization was scarcely utilized in this prototype. Some low-

level lock free data structures were briefly considered but without success. This was mainly 

because of lack of time but also the lack of standardized and thoroughly tested, lock-free data-

structures. To make the workers, task-supplier and the ASM completely non-blocking, lock-free 

generic queues and hash-maps would be required. While there are a number of C++ 

implementations of lock-free queues [29], they are experimental and lack extensive testing 

compared to the C++ standard library containers. For this reason the prototype mainly uses lock-

based synchronization primitives for now. This shouldn‟t be a huge drawback, as long as the 

locks are light-weight and deadlocks are avoided. Even with non-blocking data-structures there 

would be a penalty for high contention which a smarter design could avoid. With the task 

stealing scheduling algorithm and the deferred update propagation, contention is minimized and 

less blocking is necessary. 

3.2.1 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

The prototype was developed in C++ for Windows using Visual Studio 2008, consisting of 

approximately 6000 lines of code
7
. The native Win32 threading API was used for thread creation 

and the Win32 „Interlocked‟-functions
8
 were used to build synchronization primitives. A light, 

busy waiting, spin-lock and a readers-writers lock was developed and used for thread-safety 

throughout the prototype. The UnitTest++ library [28] was used to facilitate unit-testing and 

making simple assertions. A fast C++ delegate implementation [30] was used for the ASM 

attribute callbacks, instead of normal function-pointers. One TLS slot was used for quick access 

to the currently executing worker-thread object. 

A „Platform‟ class was developed and used as a wrapper for all OS-calls, such as high precision 

timing, performing atomic instructions, CPU diagnostics etc. A light artificial game framework 

was constructed in order to put the components in a context similar to the organization‟s 

framework. This includes the Game and GameComponent classes, as discussed in 2.4.2. The 

Game class runs a game-loop which simulates some work by busy-waiting a certain amount of 

time. During the game-loop, the Scheduler‟s main update function gets called and the 

architecture gets its time-slice. At first, almost all component classes were generic (using C++ 

templates) to not enforce a specific base class for tasks. This was beneficial since the advanced, 

thread-locking, worker type requires additional data (for groups and authorized worker indices) 

                                                 
7
 Including code for test-cases, see 3.2.3. 

8
 See http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sbhbke0y(VS.95).aspx 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sbhbke0y(VS.95).aspx
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which the simple workers don‟t. However this was weakened, some classes were made fixed for 

a specific task base class, to avoid some of the complications of using C++ generics. The 

scheduler class remains templated so that it can be instantiated for any worker type and is not 

required to be extended.  

The workers and the task-supplier mostly use the spin-locks to protect their task-queues. Some 

experiments were done with synchronization for the behavior-tree task query (called by the 

workers when they require new tasks). A non-blocking approach to parsing the tree was tested 

where multiple workers can parse the same nodes simultaneously. With this approach the locking 

is only done when a „TaskNode‟ is encountered so that at most one worker acquires a certain 

task. This can be beneficial since several workers could simultaneously discover different tasks 

in the same tree. Moreover, they wouldn‟t have to wait for each other just to discover that the 

tree is empty for the current cycle. However, for larger and more complex trees it could lead to 

some unnecessary repetitions of behavior node logic and certain care is required to ensure that 

each node is reentrant.  

The ASM uses templated data-structures for attributes and entity-attribute pairs so that the posted 

and propagated values can remain type-safe. This does introduce some complications in storing 

and maintaining the updates and attributes since abstracted base classes are needed. Dynamic 

casting is required to test that a posted value‟s type corresponds to the registered attribute‟s type. 

The proposed C++ standard hash-based associative container, „unordered_map‟ in the „tr1‟ 

namespace, was used in the ASM to do quick lookups on attribute-entity key pairs. For lookups 

it gives good performance, however the container is troublesome to maintain when entities are 

created and destroyed at runtime. The ASM listens and receives notifications from the 

„EntityFactory‟; if an entity is created it must add entity-attribute entries for all registered 

attributes paired with the new entity. When an entity is destroyed the ASM must loop through 

the container to find all entries which references that entity to remove them. A readers-writers 

lock is used to protect the container. 

A special mode was built into the worker base class to support the light-weight parallel-for 

mechanism. When the scheduler is called to perform a parallel-for, it splits the requested 

processing range on the number of non-idle workers. Each non-idle worker is then provided with 

its range together with the callback pointer and a custom parameter. The scheduler proceeds to 

switch all the eligible workers into the parallel-for mode, signaling them to invoke the callback 

for their ranges, and finally starts processing the main workers range. 

3.2.2 DEBUGGING & VERIFICATION 

Debugging multi-threaded applications can be tricky; it is hard to formally prove that a system 

behaves as expected. The prototype produces text output to a console window to present status 

reports and state ongoing operations. This keeps the user updated on the application‟s progress 
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and gives an estimate on the execution order of tasks. Certain information is recorded and printed 

to facilitate testing and to estimate the architecture‟s performance. A simple profiler was built to 

do time-measurements on certain blocks of code. The timings are done per thread and at the end 

of each test a report is given on the final times for each profile summed/accumulated for all 

threads.  

The hardware CPU performance counter is queried which, together with the CPU frequency, 

provides high precision time stamps. To measure the duration of a certain block of code, the 

difference between a start- and end-timestamp is calculated. However, certain issues were 

encountered if the timestamps were not queried on the same CPU core since the hardware clock 

counter can be slightly different on different cores. To ensure that the timings are accurate, the 

worker-threads only record their individual time spent in the different statuses and only the 

allocated thread performs the timestamp queries. As long as the worker-threads are affinitized to 

a specific CPU core this should result in correct timings. An additional timing mechanism was 

developed to time blocks of code which several threads might be executing concurrently. This 

mechanism keeps a timer for each worker-thread and ensures that the appropriate timer gets 

handled based on the calling thread‟s ID.   

A number of tasks were developed to facilitate testing. The most common one simply blocks for 

a specified amount of time and cycles. Other tasks might create/destroy entities, submit tasks (or 

behavior-tree roots) dynamically or act as component managers by posting and reading from the 

ASM.  

A set of unit test-cases were constructed to exercise the task-suppliers, worker-threads and the 

ASM and to simulate game-like scenarios. All test-cases were run on an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU 

at a 2.4 GHz core frequency with Windows 7 64-bit. Some tests dynamically vary the number of 

tasks used based on the actual core/worker count, but some are also static and are only meant to 

test a certain functionality or feature. Most tests have parameterized test-data that can be 

configured before running the test. Typically, test-cases first set up the environment and initialize 

the platform, scheduler, the ASM or any other components used. Next a number of tasks are 

added and the simulation starts. The simulation either continues until the task-supplier is 

completely empty (all tasks have succeeded) or until a cycle-limit has been reached. Finally as 

strong assertions as possible are made depending on the test-data followed by the cleanup 

procedures. 

Some of the test-cases are presented and reviewed in 3.2.3; they provide a general understanding 

of the architecture‟s performance tradeoff in different scenarios. For each test-case a number of 

runs with different parameter configurations are typically performed and reviewed. Accumulated 

(summed for each worker) search/task/idle timings and their part (in percent) of the total 

accumulated worker time is displayed to analyze CPU utilization. The total run time and average 

cycle time are also provided to examine the actual speedup and how it might be affected by the 
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number of workers. At maximum 4 workers are used since the tests are run on a 4 core machine 

and shouldn‟t achieve more parallelism with a higher number of workers. The game-loop 

simulates a fixed 2 ms of work in-between cycles for all tests. Therefore some worker idle time 

is always expected. These test-cases are not meant for strict performance evaluation but to prove 

that the components work but also to see how different configurations perform in comparison to 

each other. Furthermore, the profiling tool and counters used for the evaluation can cause a 

noticeable performance hit in certain situations. These situations are avoided throughout the test-

cases in 3.2.3 by keep task and attribute granularity at reasonable levels.  

Sometimes minor variations in profile timings are noticed when a test is run multiple times, 

especially when the tests involves fine task granularity (many short tasks). This is typically when 

the tasks are so short that they don‟t get spread ideally around the workers and the innate task-

search time is long relative to the task execution time. This is not explicitly presented in the 

tables in 3.2.3 aside from brief comments when appropriate. Instead average values, from 

running each test-run 10 times, are used to provide more accurate data. Most presented values 

are stable enough that no standard deviation is explicitly presented.  

While constructing and running test-cases, an interesting issue was discovered; when increasing 

the number of worker-threads, performance drops started occurring temporarily. These drops 

started to appear at around 3 workers, although very rarely and briefly. At 4 workers they were 

more apparent and when going beyond the number of CPU cores, on a 4-core Quad machine, 

performance was constantly extremely low. Even the simplest test-cases would stall for a long 

period of time. It was expected that running more workers than cores would give a slight 

performance hit, since threads would sometimes have to wait for CPU time and block each other, 

but not to this extent. The main reason was that threads were always taking up their whole OS 

time-slice; they never yielded or slept even if they did not have tasks. The thread time-slice was 

long enough to heavily delay the cycle‟s completion when several threads were running at full 

speed on a lower number of CPU cores. Most of the time available could be spent waiting and 

therefore starving other threads. The reason it was also noticeable on the border cases, running 

an equal or less number of workers than CPU cores, was most likely because of momentary 

unlucky OS scheduling when other threads in the system had work to do. 

The first version of the worker-loop kept the threads constantly busy by spinning when idling 

and directly retrying when the task-supplier is busy. The motive was to keep the task-scheduling 

system as active as possible and avoid the overhead of OS context-switches. It was believed to 

be beneficial as long as there were an equal or less amount of workers than CPU cores and the 

thread affinity was configured correctly. However, the mentioned performance hit was too severe 

even for the border cases. To rectify the problem, a blocking synchronization primitive, the 

Win32 Semaphore
9
, is used to put threads to sleep when idling and waking them up when a new 

                                                 
9
 See http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms685129(v=VS.85).aspx 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms685129(v=VS.85).aspx
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cycle is starting. Furthermore, instead of directly retrying when the task-supplier is busy; the 

thread is yielded so that any waiting threads have the chance to run. This helps situations where a 

worker-thread, potentially having tasks in queue, is starved by threads which cannot do anything 

useful for the moment. These two actions dramatically improved performance for the border 

cases, removing the reoccurring performance drop, and kept performance relatively stable even 

with a much greater larger amount of workers than cores. 

TEST CASES 

A total of 6 functionally distinct test-cases were constructed, each of which consists of several 

runs with different test-parameters. All of the following features are tested, discussed and 

analyzed throughout 3.2.3.1 to 3.2.3.6: 

 The Unordered Queue task-supplier 

 The Thread-Locking worker-threads 

 Long-Term tasks 

 The Behavior-Tree task-supplier 

 The Attribute State Manager 

 A combination of several features in a game simulation 

Table 2 describes the relevant input and output parameters used throughout the prototype test-

cases:   

Parameter Description 

Workers Number of worker-threads used for the test-run. 

Tasks / Worker Number of tasks submitted per works. Used to make sure the amount 

of work increases with more workers. 

Cycles Number of cycles the whole test-run goes through. 

Task Time / Cycle How many milliseconds the task blocks for to simulate work. 

Cycles / Task The number of cycles a task is executed in.  

Groups When using thread-locking workers: the number of task-groups which 

are used to lock tasks. 

Tasks / Groups When using thread-locking workers: the number of tasks submitted 

belonging to each group. 

Free Tasks Tasks which do not belong to any task-group. 

Search Time / Task Time /  

Time / Parallel-For Time 

Percentage of the total accumulated time the worker spent in each of 

the modes/statuses (see 3.1.4) 

Run-Time The time it took for the run to completed, not accumulated per 
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worker. 

Average Cycle Time How many milliseconds each cycle took on average. 

Table 2: Descriptions of most parameters used in test-cases for the prototype. 

3.2.2.1 UNORDERED QUEUE 

These first test-runs examine the simplest scheduling configuration; the unordered queue task-

supplier with the simple worker-threads. A number of tasks per worker are created which block a 

fixed amount of time for a fixed number of cycles. After the tasks have been submitted, the 

simulation proceeds until all tasks are completed successfully. Since all tasks block for the same 

amount of time per cycle, close to full utilization would generally be expected. The test-results 

are presented in Table 3: 

Test Parameters Result 

#1 Workers: 1 

Tasks / Worker: 4 

Cycles: 5 

Task Time/Cycle: 500 ms 

Search Time:  0.00% 

Cycle Task Time: 99.52% 

Idle Time: 0.48% 

Average Cycle Time: 2.004 s 

Run Time: 10.049 s 

#2 Workers: 4 

Tasks / Worker: 1 

Cycles: 5 

Task Time/Cycle: 500 ms 

Search Time: 0.00% 

Cycle Task Time: 97.11% 

Idle Time: 1.17% 

Average Cycle Time:0.5060 s 

Run Time: 2.5102 s 

#3 Workers: 4 

Tasks / Worker: 1 

Cycles: 100 

Task Time/Cycle: 1 ms 

Search Time: 1.02% 

Cycle Task Time: 55.11% 

Idle Time: 43.87% 

Average Cycle Time: 0.0032 s 

Run Time: 0.3053 s 

#4 Workers: 4 

Tasks / Worker:1000 

Cycles: 100 

Task Time/Cycle: 1 ms 

Search Time: 13.2276 ( 3.16% ) 

Cycle Task Time:  96.77% 

Idle Time: 0.07% 

Average Cycle Time: 1.0518 s 

Run Time: 105.145 s 

Table 3: The test-results for the „unordered queue‟ task-supplier with the simple worker-threads, test-data vary the number of 

workers, tasks and task-weights. 

Overall very little time was spent in the worker search mode and utilization was very good. The 

relatively coarse tasks (time-consuming and few per cycle) makes the worker search time 

increase from #1 to #2 negligible. Both #1 and #2 involves the same amount of total work, in this 

simple scenario it would be expected that #2 runs around 4 times faster than #1 (because of the 

increase in workers) which seems to be the case. It should also be noted that the tasks were 

spread evenly among the workers in #1 and #2.  
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When increasing the length of the tasks in #3, the worker 

search time slightly increased. This was originally not 

expected since the amount of tasks per cycle remains the 

same and the contention should only occur once in the 

beginning of each cycle. The reason was actually because 

of a slightly increased risk of uneven task distribution. This 

is a consequence of the short task times relative to the 

innate worker processing time. The high increase of worker 

idle time is the result of the short average cycle time in 

comparison to the fixed amount of simulated work (2 ms) 

in-between cycles. In #4 the workers are stress-tested with 

even finer task granularity and more tasks per cycle. The 

expected increase of contention is noticeable with the even higher search time. The idle time is 

low again since the average cycle time is higher. 

Next, more runs are performed but using the task-stealing workers. The point of using task-

stealing would be to minimize the worker search time and increase overall utilization. The same 

parameters are used for the tests and the results are presented in Table 4: 

Test Parameters Result 

#5 Workers: 1 

Tasks / Worker: 4 

Cycles / Task: 5 

Task Time/Cycle: 500 ms 

Search Time: 0.00% 

Cycle Task Time: 99.56% 

Idle Time: 0.44% 

Average Cycle Time: 2.0042 s 

Run Time: 10.0103 s 

#6 Workers: 4 

Tasks / Worker: 1 

Cycles / Task: 5 

Task Time/Cycle: 500 ms 

Search Time: 0.00% 

Cycle Task Time: 98.90% 

Idle Time: 1.10% 

Average Cycle Time: 0.5016 s 

Run Time: 2.5102 s 

#7 Workers: 4 

Tasks / Worker: 1 

Cycles / Task: 100 

Task Time/Cycle: 1 ms 

Search Time:  0.55% 

Cycle Task Time:  57.84% 

Idle Time: 41.61% 

Average Cycle Time: 0.0034 s 

Run Time: 0.3024 s 

#8 Workers: 4 

Tasks / Worker:1000 

Cycles / Task: 100 

Task Time/Cycle: 1 ms 

Search Time: 1.5573 ( 0.39% ) 

Cycle Task Time: 401.116 ( 99.53% ) 

Idle Time: 0.2522 ( 0.09% ) 

Average Cycle Time: 1.0138 s 

Run Time: 101.318 s 

Table 4: Test-results for the „task stealing‟ worker-threads combined with the „unordered queue‟ task-suppler. The same test-

parameter variations as in Table 3 are used. 
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Figure 12: Comparing task-time between the 

simple and task-stealing algorithm with 4000 

tasks at 1 ms each. 
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As expected the task stealing scheduling method scales better, higher utilization was achieved 

with finer task granularity when comparing #4 and #8. Even though the difference is not 

substantial (see Figure 12 for clearer comparison) it would clearly be more significant with even 

more workers and finer task-granularity. It should also be noted that the task distribution was 

surprisingly even for all tests. On average, the distribution in #8 was more even than in #4.  

3.2.2.2 THREAD LOCKING 

This tests the unordered queue with the thread locking feature. A number of tasks are created and 

split into a number of groups. As with the previous test, the number of cycles and task time per 

cycle can be configured. While this mainly tests so the behavior is correct (all grouped tasks 

always execute on the same worker) some results are presented in Table 5 to show the overhead 

of the algorithm: 

Test Parameters Result 

#1 Workers: 4 

Groups: 0 

Tasks / Group: 0 

Free Tasks: 4000 

Cycles / Task: 100 

Task Time/Cycle: 1 ms 

Search Time: 0.29% 

Cycle Task Time: 99.44% 

Idle Time: 0.26% 

Average Cycle Time: 1.0182 s 

Run Time: 101.766 s 

#2 Workers: 4 

Groups: 2 

Tasks / Group: 2000 

Free Tasks: 0 

Cycles / Task: 100 

Task Time/Cycle: 1 ms 

Search Time: 55.87% 

Cycle Task Time: 43.97% 

Idle Time: 0.16% 

Average Cycle Time: 0.4383 s 

Run Time: 228.075 s 

Table 5: The „thread-locking‟ feature is tested with various task-groups. 

#1 has the same amount of tasks and block-time as #4 and #8 in 3.2.3.1. It is apparent that there 

is no noticeable overhead when not using any tasks, even at fine task granularity. The utilization 

is as good as #5 - #8 in 3.2.3.1 since the thread locking workers also use task stealing.  

#2 includes the same amount of work as #1 but will be split on exactly 2 workers. The total time 

should be at least twice as #1 which appears to be the case. It would be expected to get less than 

50% overall utilization since 2 of the 4 workers will never be able to run any tasks and be stuck 

in search mode. With the 55.87% search time and more than double total time, the overhead of 

the algorithm is noticeable.  

3.2.2.3 LONG-TERM TASKS 

Long-term tasks are tested using the thread-locking worker-threads and the unordered queue. 

Parameters control the number of long-term tasks, cycle tasks and cycles, as well as task-times. 

Only the number of cycles for the cycle tasks is set; the long-term tasks are run once and never 
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repeated. All long-term tasks are marked as thread-locked and assigned to the „non-main‟ group. 

After the test, assertions are made to verify that the main thread never executed any long-term 

tasks. Table 6 presents results on two of these test-runs: 

Test Parameters Result 

#1 Workers: 4 

Long-Term Tasks: 0 

Long-Term Task Time: 0 ms 

Cycle Tasks: 4 

Cycle Task Time: 1 ms 

Cycles: 100 

 

Search Time: 1.61% 

Cycle Task Time: 29.60% 

Long-Term Task Time: 0% 

Idle Time:  68.79% 

Average Cycle Time: 0.0032 s 

Run Time: 0.3078 s 

#2 Workers: 4 

Long-Term Tasks: 2 

Long-Term Task Time: 300 ms 

Cycle Tasks: 2 

Cycle Task Time: 1 ms 

Cycles: 100 

 

Search Time:  0.18% 

Cycle Task Time: 15.01% 

Long-Term Task Time: 44.98% 

Idle Time: 39.3% 

Average Cycle Time: 0.0033 s 

Run Time: 0.3038 s 

Table 6: Long-term tasks are tested with the unordered-queue. It is shown how somewhat higher utilization can be achieved. 

The first run, #1, does not involve any long-term tasks and has very low utilization (high idle 

time) since the work per cycle is very low relative to the 2 ms framework time in-between 

cycles. All the cycle tasks were split evenly on the 4 workers. In #2; the long-term blocking time 

should be enough for all cycle tasks to complete before the long-term tasks. This seems correct 

since both tests finish after the same amount of time. Two non-main workers acquired one long-

term task each and the cycle tasks were split evenly on the two others. Here the benefit of the 

long-term tasks is apparent; the utilization is much higher since the non-main workers are not 

idling in-between cycles. However, in a real-world scenario this will naturally depend on the 

amount of work the framework is doing besides the task-system, the benefit could be much less 

significant.  

3.2.2.4 BEHAVIOR-TREE 

Verifying and evaluating the behavior-tree is difficult because of the large number of use-cases 

to consider. In terms of performance, there is not much to measure since its purpose is facilitate 

control of program flow and will inevitably cause a performance hit compared to the unordered 

queue. 

One test-case was constructed using the behavior-tree task-supplier combined with the task- 

sealing workers. Two root-nodes are submitted to the behavior-tree at initialization; one 

sequential and one parallel. The roots nodes are filled with a varying number of child task-nodes. 

The sequence is repeated for as many cycles as the tasks in the parallel node are set to. Two runs 

are presented in Table 7 to ensure that reasonable timings are observed when using sequences: 
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Test Parameters Result 

#1 Workers: 4 

Parallel Tasks: 4000 

Sequence Tasks: 0 

Task Time: 1 ms 

Cycles: 100 

 

Search Time:  0.59% 

Cycle Task Time:  99.16% 

Idle Time:  0.25% 

Average Cycle Time: 1.0124 s 

Run Time: 101.202 s 

#2 Workers: 4 

Parallel Tasks: 2000 

Sequence Tasks: 2000 

Task Time: 1 ms 

Cycles: 100 

 

Search Time: 63.86% 

Cycle Task Time: 36.05% 

Idle Time: 0.09% 

Average Cycle Time: 2.7892 s 

Run Time: 278.854 s 

Table 7: Test-results for two test-runs with the „behavior-tree‟ task-supplier. The number of sequence- and parallel-nodes are 

varied.  

#1 has the same amount of parallel work as #8 in 3.2.3.1 and is included to show that there is 

minimal overhead when using the behavior-tree in its simplest form. #2 features the same 

amount of total work but half is split into a sequence. It is apparent from the accumulated cycle 

task time that the same amount of time is spent on the tasks. The total time is more than 1.5 times 

longer in #2 which is reasonable considering some half of the workers will have to wait at least 

half the cycle time for the sequential tasks. The idle time is less since the cycles are longer. 

Additionally, a series of tests were constructed featuring a more complex behavior-tree together 

with the other scheduling features. The tree includes several hierarchy-levels of nodes and cannot 

be controlled by any test-parameters. Some of the tasks require several cycles to complete; this 

tests that the tree progression can be spread over several cycles. One of the paths in the tree 

submits a new tree dynamically to test that the task-supplier reacts correctly and can handle 

multiple root nodes. The new trees include additional waits, sequences and parallel nodes which 

will be running simultaneously with the original tree. One of the tests simply verifies that the tree 

is parsed correctly and the number of task executions is as expected. In other tests, thread-

locking and long-term tasks are used to make sure that no complications arise when combined 

with the behavior-tree. Additionally, both the non-blocking and the blocking strategies for 

parsing the tree were tested but without any noticeable performance difference in this scenario. 

3.2.2.5 ATTRIBUTE STATE MANAGER 

An advanced test was constructed to exercise the ASM and measure how it performs with 

varying attribute granularity, listeners, posters and entities. A number of attributes are created 

with a generic type of predetermined size. A number of posters and listeners are created and 

registered for each attribute. Posters are actually tasks that will update that attribute for each 

active entity, every cycle. Increasing posters per attribute will increase conflicting update 

postings to the entity-attribute pairs and therefore strain immediate propagation. The listeners 
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update an internal map of entities for each notification it receives. Increasing the number of 

listeners will make update propagation more time consuming per entity-attribute.  

The 2 ms block-time in-between cycles is removed to get more accurate timing values for the 

deferred update phases. There are numerous test-parameter configurations which could be of 

interest. However, this report will not go through all of them; instead the test-results displayed 

here are split into a few categories based on attribute granularity, post-conflicts and caching. All 

tests are run with 4 workers on 1000 entities through 100 cycles. 

Test Parameters Result 

#1 Update Posting: Immediate 

Attribute Size: 128 bytes 

Attributes: 8 

Listeners / Attribute: 4 

Posters / Attribute: 4 

Search Time: 5.97% 

Cycle Task Time:  90.24% 

Parallel-For Time: 0% 

Idle Time: 3.79% 

Run Time: 2.15705 s 

Accumulated Update Posting Time: 6.3666 s 

Total Bytes Distributed: 409 600 000 

#2 Update Posting: Deferred 

Update Propagation: Serial 

Attribute Size: 128 bytes 

Attributes: 8 

Listeners / Attribute: 4 

Posters / Attribute: 4 

Search Time: 1.95% 

Cycle Task Time: 50.25% 

Parallel-For Time:  0% 

Idle Time: 47.8% 

Run Time: 2.3915 s 

Accumulated Update Posting Time: 4.0214 s 

Total Deferred Propagation Time: 1.3358 s 

Total Bytes Distributed: 102 400 000 

#3 Update Posting: Deferred 

Update Propagation: Parallel 

Attribute Size: 128 bytes 

Attributes: 8 

Listeners / Attribute: 4 

Posters / Attribute: 4 

Search Time: 3.51% 

Cycle Task Time: 62.79% 

Parallel-For Time:  28.27% 

Idle Time: 5.43% 

Run Time: 1.9280 s 

Accumulated Update Posting Time: 4.0436 s 

Total Deferred Propagation Time: 0.6374 s 

Total Bytes Distributed: 102 400 000 

Table 8: Test-results for the „attribute state manager‟. The number of attributes, listeners and posters are varied to measure their 

impact on performance and utilization. Immediate and deferred update propagations are compared. 

These first tests are configured with relatively few but large attributes. The number of posters per 

attribute is set to create a lot of conflicting updates by matching up with the number of workers. 

The number of listeners per attribute should be enough to make individual propagations 

significant relative to the innate ASM overhead. A total of 3 200 000 update postings are done on 

every test but the number of bytes distributed varies.  
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#1 has low idle time and most of the time is spent on doing 

update postings. This is reasonable since contention will 

arise when tasks post to the same entity-attribute. While all 

tests involve the same number of update postings, the 

deferred updates in #2 and #3 causes less bytes to be 

distributed since conflicting updates will be detected and 

resolved. However, in #2 performance is worse after 

switching to deferred updates (see Figure 13) with serial 

propagation, even though 4 times less bytes are actually 

distributed. The performance drop was anticipated 

considering the overhead of deferring and storing updates 

while only distributing them on one thread. The worker idle 

time in #2 is very high since almost half the time is spent on 

the serial update propagation in-between cycles and the scheduling system is on hold. In #3, 

performance is slightly improved compared to #1, thanks to the scheduling system being used for 

update propagation, and the overall performance gain is about 10%.  

 Test Parameters Result 

#4 Update Posting: Immediate 

Attribute Size: 32 bytes 

Attributes: 32 

Listeners / Attribute: 4 

Posters / Attribute: 4 

Search Time: 0.93% 

Cycle Task Time:  98.87% 

Parallel-For Time: 0% 

Idle Time: 0.20% 

Update Posting Time: 25.4287 s 

Run Time: 8.15 s 

Total Bytes Distributed: 409 600 000 

#5 Update Posting: Deferred 

Update Propagation: Parallel 

Attribute Size: 32 bytes 

Attributes: 32 

Listeners / Attribute: 4 

Posters / Attribute: 4 

Search Time: 0.98% 

Cycle Task Time: 64.42% 

Parallel-For Time:  27.81% 

Idle Time: 6.79% 

Run Time: 7.3747 s 

Accumulated Update Posting Time: 15.7889 s 

Total Deferred Propagation Time: 2.5395 s 

Total Bytes Distributed: 102 400 000 

Table 9: Test-results for the ASM with finer attribute-granularity. 

In Table 9, runs #4 and #5 involves more attributes but of less size. The total number of 

distributed bytes is the same as #1 and #3, but with 4 times more update postings. These tests 

should not cause more contention since the number of posters per attribute is the same. However, 

the runs are performed to examine how the ASM scales with more entity-attribute pairs. 

Compared to tests #1 - #3 the overall performance is much worse, mainly due to the increase in 

update postings straining the ASM and making the overhead of each posting more apparent. 

Surprisingly, the performance gain of using deferred updates with parallel propagation remains 

around 10%. 
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Figure 13: Comparison of the major update 

propagation strategies in an isolated 

environment with low attribute granularity 

and many conflicts. 
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Test Parameters Result 

#6 Update Posting: Immediate 

Attribute Size: 32 bytes 

Attributes: 32 

Listeners / Attribute: 32 

Posters / Attribute: 1 

Search Time: 3.72% 

Cycle Task Time:  96.13% 

Parallel-For Time: 0% 

Idle Time: 0.15% 

Update Posting Time: 34.5905 s 

Run Time: 9.4522 s 

Total Bytes Distributed: 102 400 000 

#7 Update Posting: Deferred 

Update Propagation: Parallel 

Attribute Size: 32 bytes 

Attributes: 32 

Listeners / Attribute: 32 

Posters / Attribute: 1 

Search Time: 0.3% 

Cycle Task Time: 10.59% 

Parallel-For Time:  82.83% 

Idle Time: 6.28% 

Run Time: 12.1176 s 

Accumulated Update Posting Time: 4.3734 s 

Total Deferred Propagation Time: 10.7942 s 

Total Bytes Distributed: 102 400 000 

Table 10: Test-results for the ASM without any conflicting update-posts. 

The results in Table 10 involve no conflicting update postings by setting the posters per attribute 

to 1. This results in the same number of distributed bytes for both #6 and #7. The number of 

listeners per attribute is increased to make propagation heavier. As expected the deferred updates 

with parallel propagation cannot match up with the immediate propagation when there is no 

contention and no conflicts. 

Test Parameters Result 

#8 Update Posting: Immediate 

Attribute Size: 32 bytes 

Attributes: 32 

Listeners / Attribute: 1 

Posters / Attribute: 1 

Cache: Off 

Search Time: 4.10% 

Cycle Task Time:  94.93% 

Idle Time: 0.97% 

Update Posting Time: 3.8034 s 

Run Time: 1.4063 s 

Total Bytes Distributed: 102 400 000 

#9 Update Posting: Immediate 

Attribute Size: 32 bytes 

Attributes: 32 

Listeners / Attribute: 1 

Posters / Attribute: 1 

Cache: On 

Search Time: 0.3% 

Cycle Task Time: 10.59% 

Idle Time: 0.86% 

Run Time: 1.6062 s 

Accumulated Update Posting Time: 4.3734 s 

Total Deferred Propagation Time: 10.7942 s 

Total Bytes Distributed: 102 400 000 

Table 11: Test-results for the ASM caching feature. 

Finally, the two runs in Table 11 examine the performance hit when caching attributes (all 

attributes are marked as cached in #9). The test is configured for a worst case scenario; only one 

listener per attribute, making the caching significant in proportion to distribution. The 

performance hit is noticeable with the 14% drop in total time.  
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Generally, this test-case is unrealistic since the contention caused by the immediate update 

propagation is only present when there are simultaneous updates to the same entity-attribute pair. 

In a real-world scenario there will be other tasks present which process listeners‟ internal entity 

data-structures, causing additional contention for the immediate ASM updates. In this test, 

increasing the number of listeners make propagation equally more time consuming for both 

deferred and immediate update since there is no extra contention risk for each listener. Therefore, 

these runs shouldn‟t be used to draw any strong conclusions on the advantage of deferred 

updates. Instead, they are useful to see how the ASM performs in isolation and what the innate 

performance hits are. 

Aside for this, a simple unit-test was constructed to verify that the ASM conflict resolution 

behaves as expected. A fixed number of update postings are made to the same entity-attribute at 

different priority levels and it is verified that the correct one actually gets propagated. 

3.2.2.6 GAME SIMULATION 

This is the most complex test-case which attempts to simulate a real-world game scenario. It uses 

the behavior-tree task-supplier with the thread locking worker-threads and tries out most of the 

features in the architecture. The test is meant to give an estimate on how worker times would be 

distributed in a simple game and how the overall utilization would scale. The test includes: 

 A few reoccurring processing cycle tasks which read/write to attributes of a set of active 

entities. This tests typical game processing such as simulating physics, rendering the 

scene and processing AI. 

 One processing task is thread-locked to simulate the use of non thread-safe middleware.  

 Run-time submission of a task-tree at random times, simulating a reaction to some game-

event. 

 A number of repeating small cycle tasks which dynamically create and destroy entities as 

well as read some random cached attribute values. These simulate minor game logic 

processing tasks. 

 Reoccurring long-term tasks, locked to non-main workers. This simulates some 

background processing, e.g. resource pre-loading or heavy AI processing. It also tests the 

thread-locking feature in a complex environment. 

The task-times per cycle are tuned to give an average cycle-time comparable to a real-time game. 

The number of initial entities can be set as a test-parameter and some processing time is fixed for 

each entity. Update postings are done to 2 small attributes which are marked as cached. The 

ASM uses parallel update-propagation and one update posting is done every cycle for each 

attribute on every entity. The number of cycles is limited by a test-parameter. Table 12 presets 

these results:  
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Test Parameters Result 

#1 Workers: 1 

Entities: 1000 

Cycles: 100 

Update Posting: Deferred 

 

Search Time:  0.17% 

Cycle Task Time: 75.88% 

Long-Term Task Time: 13.41% 

Parallel-For Time: 1.57% 

Idle Time: 8.97% 

Average Cycle Time: 0.0363 s 

Run Time: 3.6115 s 

Total ASM Update Distribution Time: 0.0645 s 

#2 Workers: 2 

Entities: 1000 

Cycles: 100 

Update Posting: Deferred 

 

Search Time: 1.73% 

Cycle Task Time: 75.96% 

Long-Term Task Time: 9.02% 

Parallel-For Time: 1.69% 

Idle Time: 11.61% 

Average Cycle Time: 0.0272 s 

Run Time: 2.7056 s 

Total ASM Update Distribution Time: 0.0654 s 

#3 Workers: 4 

Entities: 1000 

Cycles: 100 

Update Posting: Deferred 

 

Search Time: 5.51% 

Cycle Task Time:  71.05% 

Long-Term Task Time:  6.89% 

Parallel-For Time: 1.70% 

Idle Time: 14.85% 

Average Cycle Time: 0.01759 s 

Run Time: 1.7596 s 

Total ASM Update Distribution Time: 0.0478 s 

#4 Workers: 4 

Entities: 1000 

Cycles: 100 

Update Posting: Immediate 

 

Search Time: 10.54% 

Cycle Task Time: 69.67% 

Long-Term Task Time: 6.56% 

Parallel-For Time: 0% 

Idle Time: 13.23% 

Average Cycle Time: 0.01759 s 

Run Time: 1.8629 s 

Total ASM Update Distribution Time: 0.17043 s 

Table 12: Test-results for the game-simulation test-case. The number of workers and the synchronization strategy is varied for 

comparison. 

Since #1 is single-threaded, minimum search time is noticed 

and overall utilization is very good. The long-term task will 

repeatedly block the main thread since there are no additional 

workers running in-between cycles. In #2, only a 25% 

improvement in the total time is noticed (see Figure 14 for 

comparison) even though the number of workers doubled and 

ideally should lead to a 50% improvement. This was expected 

since the overall-task times are not uniform; the slowest task 

will become a bottleneck for each cycle. Furthermore, the 

dynamically submitted behavior-tree includes sequences and 
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Figure 14: Performance scaling with multiple 

workers in the simulated game test-case. 
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which restricts parallelism. The search time is naturally a bit higher in #2 since there will be 

more contention and a worker can be waiting on tasks during a sequence. The idle time is 

increased since the cycles are faster and the long-term task might not always be running to 

account for the time in-between cycles. The total ASM update distribution time was not 

improved at all in #2 compared to #1. This is most likely since the long-term task could be 

blocking one of the workers in-between cycles and limit the parallel-for loop to one worker.  

Between #3 and #2 a 35% total time improvement is 

noticed which is better than between #2 and #1. This is 

mostly thanks to the speedup in update distribution 

time; there will be at least 3 available workers for the 

parallel-for loop in-between cycles. This makes the 

overall performance benefit, between #1 and #3, around 

49% which is reasonable for this scenario. The search 

time is further increased in #3, lowering utilization 

somewhat. See Figure 15 for time-distributions on the 

#3 run data. This is most likely because of additional 

waiting on task-sequences and not the innate worker 

search time or task-supplier contention.  

Finally in #4 a test was performed with immediate 

update postings; the deferred update propagation was 

disabled. This test was run to see if there was any 

noticeable benefit of using deferred updates for a very simple scenario (only one task is posting 

while two are listening and processing). A minor performance decrease is apparent in #4 after 

switching to immediate updates. However, in this simple scenario such a minor difference is not 

enough to draw any strong conclusions on the benefit of deferring updates and using an 

exclusive propagation point. More testing is required in a realistic game application while using 

middleware. 

Overall, this test is a reasonable approximation of a simple game application with interesting 

results. The actual numbers in the results are not of particular interest in isolation, but it is 

interesting to see how they are affected when increasing the number of workers. The utilization 

does not scale linearly which is expected since there is a significant sequential portion. Since 

entities get created and destroyed every cycle, some of the processing cycle tasks need wait on 

locks to access their local entity-map. This is why the accumulated cycle task times vary in the 

different test results and the standard deviation of the values is relatively high.  

3.3 INTEGRATION 

Most of the new parallel framework is added to the Zen through a plug-in (see 2.4.3) so that it is 

completely optional for its users. The integration process mostly involved moving classes from 

Task
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Figure 15: Worker time-distribution for the 

simulated game test-case with 4 workers and 

deferred updates. „Task‟ contains both long-term 

and cycle task data. 
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the prototype to the new Zen plug-in, converting them to the company‟s coding conventions and 

documenting them. However, some modifications were required at the ZenSystem layer to 

improve or add threading functionality. Some additional locking primitives were added since the 

normal Zen locks uses blocking (yielding, not spinning) techniques. At total, approximately 3000 

lines of code were added.  

Overall this was a smooth process and the new architecture merged with Zen as expected. Since 

the parallel architecture is relatively independent there were few potential design conflicts. The 

scheduler and the state manager connect to Zen as game-components and should be added as 

early as possible when initializing an application. At its current state, the new plug-in DLL 

cannot be dynamically loaded or unloaded and can only be used as a library. This is mostly since 

any application using new the system would be required to configure the scheduler, task-

supplier, state manager etc., before adding the components. It would not make sense to 

load/unload it at an arbitrary point in time since it is such a fundamental part of the application‟s 

execution.  

Zen includes a powerful timing and profiling mechanism which is used throughout the 

framework and client applications. It uses the high precision hardware performance counter and 

solves the CPU timestamp problem by changing the affinity of the calling thread. The affinity is 

first set to a specific CPU core then reset to the previous affinity mask after the timestamp has 

been queried. However, this caused a noticeable performance hit and disturbed the new 

scheduling system, it was therefore not used in the new plug-in. Instead the simple timing 

mechanism developed for the prototype was translated to Zen. The organization should consider 

updating Zen‟s native profiling and timing mechanism to allow users to manage timestamp 

validity themselves.   

All the test-cases constructed for the prototype were translated and used to verify that the 

migration had been performed correctly. The tests ran as before with minor performance 

differences aside from a slightly higher idle-time (which is where the normal framework does its 

processing). Zen can be configured to use external memory allocators and by default it uses 

Nedmalloc
10

. However, for the test-cases Nedmalloc resulted in a slight performance decrease 

compared do the default STL allocator and the new plug-in was therefore configured not to use 

it. However, more research is required to establish the cause of the performance decrease in 

order to draw a more justifiable conclusion.  

3.4 EVALUATION 

In the final step of this project, a comprehensive demo application was developed to put the new 

framework into practice. This demo was designed to imitate the core structure of a real-time 3D 

                                                 
10

 http://www.nedprod.com/programs/portable/nedmalloc/ 

http://www.nedprod.com/programs/portable/nedmalloc/
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game while utilizing most of the new features. These requirements were considered for the demo 

in order to properly evaluate the architecture‟s design and performance: 

 Aside from including typical game systems, such as graphics and physics, some AI or 

game-logic processing should be performed. 

 The overall task-granularity should be fine enough so that a significant performance 

benefit can be noticed when increasing the number of worker-threads. 

 Middleware software should be incorporated for one or more of the systems. 

 No explicit or universal game-object types should be used, instead a distributed 

component-based entity-system is preferred (as described in 3.1.6.1). 

 The Attribute State Manager should be used for all synchronization. 

To meet these requirements, the demo runs a flocking behavior
11

 simulation where steering 

forces keep entities (actors in 3D-space) in natural group formations. This was chosen since each 

such entity behaves autonomously and makes independent decisions based on its distance to 

surrounding entities, thus providing good conditions for parallelizing the AI computations. The 

user can configure the number of entities, the world size and certain settings for the AI, the 

scheduling system and the state manager (e.g. number of worker-threads, if deferred updates 

should be used etc.). After the demo was constructed, certain statistics were gathered to measure 

its performance and scalability. Furthermore, the experience of implementing the demo is 

analyzed to evaluate how the architecture design works in a practical context. The application 

itself consists of approximately 1500 lines of code, excluding the new framework‟s components. 

3.4.1 THE APPLICATION 

The demo includes typical game systems, such as graphics, physics, input and AI, but instead of 

using them as Zen game-components they are wrapped into various tasks for the new scheduling 

system. Physics integrates new positions for all entities based on their velocities and acting 

forces, it handles collisions and keeps entities from overlapping. Only sphere shapes are 

considered to minimize the collision detection workload. For graphics, a simple 3d model is 

rendered for each entity as well as a „skybox‟ to give the scene an interesting background. The 

AI system manages the steering force calculations and the Input system enables simple mouse 

and keyboard controls. 

When the demo starts, an initial number of entities is created and distributed throughout a world 

bounding box. All entities have an initial random velocity but quickly begin to form groups after 

the steering forces redirects their movement. The steering force consists of a separation, 

                                                 
11

 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flocking_(behavior) 
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cohesion and alignment component which, respectively, aims to keep a minimum distance 

between entities, draws entities closer to one another and steers an entity towards the average 

direction of its neighbors. The components are weighted, currently with fixed constants, to 

control the style of the flocking behavior. Furthermore, each force-component is associated with 

a radius value that limits which surrounding entities should be considered for the force. [31] was 

the main reference used for the these force calculations. Additional forces are applied to keep 

entities within the world bounding box. The simulation proceeds until a frame- or time-limit is 

met. 

 

Figure 16: Approximation of the main behavior-tree used for the demo. Blue boxes are normal behavior nodes controlling the 

program flow, Green boxes represents task-nodes. The root is a sequence (executes the child-nodes sequentially from left to 

right) which takes the program through an initialization phase to the main simulation loop. 

The demo uses the thread-locking worker-threads and the behavior-tree task-supplier to control 

the task-flow throughout the demo. The root of the tree is a sequence which safely takes the 

application through initialization to the main simulation loop; the demo does not use the 

traditional fixed initialization phase available in the Zen game structure (see Figure 16).  

The main simulation loop submits an update task for each system, most of which returns with the 

progress status code so that the parallel simulation loop gets repeated every cycle. A special case 

is the input handling which is split into two tasks; Update Input and Process Input. Update Input 

uses Zen‟s input device managers to refresh the mouse and keyboard state. This task is thread-

locked to the main thread since it must be done on the same thread that processes the window‟s 

messages. Process Input is more specific for this demo and reacts to user input by e.g. moving 

the camera with the mouse and keyboard and allowing the user to spawn new entities during run-

time. Furthermore, the Update UI node, which presents some statistics on the simulations 

progress (including worker-thread utilization, total number of frame, total run-time etc.), is 

configured to only release the task once per second. 
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The demo makes use of two middleware libraries, PhysX
12

 (for physics) and Ogre3D
13

 (for 

graphics rendering), which were already integrated with the Zen framework as separate plug-ins. 

Unfortunately, these plug-ins couldn‟t be used as they didn‟t directly fit with the new 

architecture. Additional customization was required to extract as much concurrency as possible, 

ensure that they were thread-safe and integrate them to the ASM. The Render Frame and 

Simulate Physics tasks call the main processing functions for the two libraries. The Ogre3D 

library is not thread-safe so the graphics tasks are assigned their own task-group. This group is 

manually locked to the main thread since certain issues arise if it is not run on the same thread 

that the processes the rendering window‟s messages. While PhysX is more thread-safe, the 

physics tasks are assigned their own task-group as well since the library makes use of TLS. 

However, no noticeable performance difference was recorded when thread-locking physics. 

While some functional parallelism is achieved through the various system-based tasks, additional 

data parallelism is desired to balance out the workload and improve scalability. The Render 

Frame and Simulate Physics tasks are by far the heaviest and would cause an unacceptable 

bottleneck each cycle. Fortunately, the PhysX library allows its users to connect a custom 

scheduler and receive small work-items which are safe to run concurrently during the physics 

simulation. To take advantage of this, a light-weight adapter was developed that wraps these 

items as normal tasks and directly submits them to the main scheduler. Currently, the PhysX 

work-items are only activated when 3 or more worker-threads are used to avoid the overhead 

when there is low opportunity for concurrency (see 3.4.2 for statistics on this). Such user 

managed parallelization is unfortunately not supported by Ogre3D and all internal threading was 

disabled so it would not compete with the worker-threads. Even when these libraries have been 

configured to not use any internal threading, numerous threads still appear after they are 

initialized. Although it seems that these threads are mostly blocked, it is unclear how much they 

affect performance. 

Aside from the physics work-items, additional data-parallelism is achieved by the AI system 

which batches entities to perform the force calculations concurrently. Each batch calculates the 

steering force for a specific range of the active entities based on a list of current neighbors 

(surrounding entities within the cohesion radius distance). Instead of letting the AI find every 

entity‟s neighbors; the physics system is used since PhysX supports batched scene-queries to 

perform 3D overlap tests. To avoid waiting for the scene-queries before starting AI processing 

every cycle, each entity‟s neighbor list is double-buffered; one buffer is used for AI processing 

and the other is used to populate new neighbors. The Update AI task manages this; it switches 

the neighbor-buffers, initiates the scene-query and submits the AI processing batches. 

                                                 
12

 See http://www.nvidia.com/object/physx_new.html 
13

 See http://www.ogre3d.org/ 
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The AI batches typically constitute the majority of work during a cycle when a few hundred 

entities are active. Since the AI system was tailored for this demo there is an opportunity to tune 

batch granularity levels for an optimal work load balance. One difficult aspect of this is that the 

AI workload changes significantly between cycles since the processing complexity is based on 

the number of neighbors of each entity on a given cycle. Experimentation was done with 

dynamic batch sizes based on an estimate of the total weight of the AI computations for a certain 

cycle. This weight estimation is based on the current number of neighbors factored with the 

innate execution time of the function. A preferred weight per batch is chosen to calculate the 

total number of batches. This number was chosen experimentally until the best overall 

performance was achieved.  Finally the number of worker-threads is also considered as a factor 

for the number of batches and the whole batch-system is disregarded when only 1 worker is 

active. While the dynamic AI batches do give a noticeable worker-utilization benefit for this 

particular simulation, further research is required to fully measure and improve the estimates. 

The demo uses an entity system as described in 3.1.6.1; the Entity Factory is used to synchronize 

construction and destruction of new entities throughout all systems. However, there are no 

individual component managers, instead the systems manages all entity-components themselves. 

This is mostly for simplicity since few components are used. Each system registers update 

notification callbacks for all created entities and supplies a pointer to the internal entity-

component‟s data-structure object as the custom parameter. When an update notification is 

received, the new data can directly be forwarded to the corresponding object. However, special 

care was needed with Ogre3D to make sure that the writes to its internal objects are safe to do 

concurrently during the parallel update propagation phase. Furthermore, general scene attributes 

such as gravity, simulation speed, world size etc. was also synchronized through the ASM. 
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3.4.2 STATISTICS & ANALYSIS 

In order to collect relevant statistics, the demo was 

configured to run 1000 frames/cycles with 516 

entities. All entities were created in relatively small 

space so that they would quickly detect multiple 

neighbors and form groups. This increases the 

complexity of the AI processing and physics scene-

queries at an early stage so that the benefit of 

parallelization will not be delayed. Cycles are 

performed as fast as possible but with a fixed time-

step for the physics simulation. This guarantees that 

the simulation always progresses the same way for the 

specified cycle-limit, regardless of execution speed. 

As with the prototype test-cases, the demo was run on 

an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU with a 2.4 GHz core 

frequency with Windows 7 64-bit. The following 

figures present the average values of these results on 

up to 4 worker-threads. The total execution time was 

measured, the time spent in the different modes (running cycle task, searching for tasks, idling or 

performing parallel-for) as well as time spent on synchronization and deferred update 

propagation. The raw data together with the standard deviation, which is relatively low, is 

attached in the Appendix, Table 13.  

As seen in Figure 17; the demo execution time with 1 

worker was 76.19s. This will be used as a base to 

measure the speedup for 2, 3 and 4 workers. To 

measuring and compare CPU utilization, the portion of 

time spent in search-mode is the most interesting 

statistic. With only 1 worker this portion, 0.04% (see 

Figure 18), is negligible since there is no risk of 

waiting for tasks. This is also a special case for the 

update propagation phase since the parallel-for mode 

is never used. The idle time, at 2.85%, is low, 

especially considering that a large part of it is used for 

synchronization, which will be more apparent later on. 

  

Figure 17: Comparison of demo run-time with 1, 2, 

3 and 4 worker threads. 
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Figure 18: Time distribution for 1 worker. 
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A substantial speedup, in frames per seconds, of 84% 

(compared to 1 worker) is observed with 2 workers. 

This is a good achievement considering that a perfect, 

100%, speedup would never be possible. However, it 

is surprising considering the low utilization; 13.7% of 

the total time was spent in search-mode and only 

81.9% was actually spent on running tasks (see Figure 

19). This is the result of a weakness in the scheduling 

system; depending on the acquisition order of tasks 

from the task-supplier or from task-stealing, dynamic 

(on the fly) task submission can make the work-load 

un-optimal and unbalanced. Since there is only one 

such task in this scenario, one worker might be forced to wait for the AI-batches to become 

available while the other worker executes the Update AI task. This creates a scheduling gap 

which could be avoided with a more optimal task distribution. It would be beneficial to be able to 

express which tasks should be prioritized when there are multiple equally eligible tasks. 

However, this is very specific problem for this scenario since there are few eligible tasks in the 

beginning of the cycle and only one task will open up more work. The problem would be less 

apparent if the overall task granularity was finer. Moreover, the thread-locked tasks further harm 

the workers task distribution since they are the heaviest of the initial main-loop tasks and causes 

gaps if bypassed and delayed by normal tasks. 

With 3 workers the utilization is improved; only 

3.75% of the total time is spent in search-mode (see 

Figure 20). Since there are more workers, the Update 

AI task has a higher chance of being executed earlier 

which greatly improves the task distribution. 

Furthermore, the PhysX work-item tasks (see 3.4.1) 

are now activated which further improves physics task 

granularity at the cost of extra overhead work. This 

overhead does affect the speedup, which is only 129%, 

even though the utilization was considerately higher 

than with 2 workers. Aside from the extra time 

required to wrap and redirect the physics work-items 

as tasks, the main PhysX simulation task is sometimes forced to wait for the work-item tasks 

before it can complete. Unfortunately there is no way around this at the moment since the 

physics scheduler adapter has to comply with the PhysX structure. However, granulating physics 

did slightly increase performance for 3 workers and slightly decrease it for 2 workers, which is 

why the margin was set at 3. 
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Figure 19: Time distribution for 2 workers 

Figure 20: Time distribution for 3 workers. 
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The final speedup when using 4 workers compared 

to 1 is 256%, which is a satisfactory achievement 

considering that the maximum speedup (with 

perfect utilization and zero idle time) would be 

300%. This is partly thanks to the benefit of the 

physics work-item tasks since the overhead is less 

significant. The slight decrease in utilization, 

7.19% (see Figure 21) of the time spent in search-

mode, is partly caused by more frequent scheduling 

gaps early in the cycle, before the data-parallel 

tasks are opened up. Again, the thread-locked tasks 

increase the risk for this, especially since the initial 

simulation-loop tasks are not enough to cover all available time for 4 workers. The simulation 

averages on 46.7 frames per second which is in the same order of magnitude as a normal real-

time 3D game. 

These performance achievements would not have 

been possible without the data-parallel tasks from 

the physics system and, most importantly, the AI 

system. Figure 22 illustrates that the data-parallel 

tasks constitute 69.29% of the entire time and the 

functional tasks only 30.71%. The graphics work-

load was intentionally minimized since there is no 

opportunity to parallelize Ogre3D. With these 

coarse and uneven functional tasks it is obvious 

that it would not be possible to achieve high 

utilization without the AI Batches and Physics 

Worker-Items filling out the worker-time. For 

more realistic scenarios, the situation might be 

worse since the sequential graphics computations are typically heavier and the game-logic or AI 

computations might not be so easy to parallelize. 

The idle time through all cases is low and does not hold back parallelization to any significant 

extent. However, even though the speedup is generally quite good, there are a couple of reasons 

why it does not precisely scale with the utilization and the number of workers. The physics 

work-items is the major reason as it indirectly adds more work to the 3 and 4 worker cases. 

Furthermore, it was discovered the Win32 „Interlocked‟ functions take a large performance hit 

when called concurrently from several threads, much more than expected considering the trivial 

operations that they perform. They are required in certain situations, e.g. for the locks, but were 

avoided as much as possible when gathering these statistics.  
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Figure 21: Time distribution for 4 workers. 
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Data synchronization is another issue that somewhat 

limits scalability. As mentioned, the presented cases 

all use the deferred update synchronization strategy 

and the improvement of distribution time was poor 

when increasing the number of workers (see Figure 

23). This is partly caused by an uneven distribution 

of update-posting throughout the entity-attribute list 

in the ASM. Certain attributes might take slightly 

longer to propagate, depending on the systems 

callback function, resulting in uneven processing 

ranges delivered to the workers for the parallel-for 

phase. This is a consequence of the AMS‟s simple 

strategy for parallelizing the update propagation; it 

does not consider the amount of work necessary for 

the different attributes during a specific cycle. 

However, this would be very difficult to estimate and 

it might not be worth adding additional preparation overhead. Additionally, since the amount of 

data to distribute is actually relatively little, the overhead of setting up the parallel-for loop also 

limits speedup. For the 4-worker case the overhead was around 7% of the total distribution time. 

Finally, the demo is run with immediate update 

propagations to compare with the deferred ones. The 

synchronization time for immediate updates is 

measured as all time spent on posting to the ASM, 

while the synchronization time for deferred updates 

includes both the posting and the propagation time. 

As depicted in Figure 24; a 7.1% speedup, from 

immediate to deferred, is noticeable in the actual 

time spent on synchronization. While this may seem 

low, it is not surprising considering the overhead cost 

of doing the deferred updates. However, the benefit 

of deferred updates is also noticed in all the non-

synchronization time where a 9.1% speedup is 

achieved. This shows the drawback of the immediate 

updates as they block some tasks from working on 

their own systems data while other tasks are updating it. The overall speedup ends up at 9.4%, 

which is a satisfactory achievement considering that data-sharing is actually a relatively small 

part of the overall workload. It is interesting that the synchronization plays such a small role 

even though there are 512 active entities updated on around 4 attributes every cycle. In a simpler 
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scenario, with fewer entities and shared attributes, deferred updates could actually worsen 

performance in which case it wouldn‟t be justifiable to use the ASM.  

Aside from performance, no difference in responsiveness or simulation progress could be noticed 

between deferred and immediate updates. Moreover, the ASM proved to be an effective and 

simple way of connecting the shared data between the systems. In this demo, distributed and 

shared state is inevitable since middleware is used, which emphasizes the benefits of a 

centralized state manager and entity identification system.  
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4 CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK 

This report has presented a practical approach to parallelize real-time game or simulation 

applications. The project had a wide scope, including different scheduling and synchronization 

methods while focusing on scalability and ease of use. Here are some of the main achievements 

of this project: 

 An extendable parallel framework specifically designed for real-time games and 

simulations which can be configured to be used exclusively or together with a traditional 

game framework. 

 A scheduling system that unifies one-time, periodical and long-term tasks while 

maintaining a cycle-model suiting incremental simulations. 

 Seamless integration of non thread-safe middleware at the cost of poorer and riskier load 

balancing.  

 An experimental state manager specifically designed for a distributed, component based, 

entity-system, best suited for small attributes with frequent updates. 

 Comparison of two major synchronization strategies; traditional immediate updating with 

locks and update deferring with an exclusive propagation point. 

 Successful parallelization of a realistic game-like scenario with scalable performance 

benefits emphasizing the importance of data-parallel tasks and batches. 

 

4.1 CONCLUSIONS 

The generic design proved to be useful when evaluating the various scheduling- and 

synchronization-strategies, and to measure their individual benefits and tradeoffs. Separating 

high-level and low-level scheduling, through the worker-threads and the task-supplier, allows 

users to configure their applications for different scenarios. For example, for a light-weight 

casual game it may not be beneficial to parallelize the whole application since it would introduce 

many unnecessary complications and unpredictable latency issues. Instead the game could use 

the light-weight simple worker-threads together with the unordered queue task-supplier and use 

it for miscellaneous side-tasks or resource loading tasks. Even though this customizability may 

only seem marginally beneficial, especially considering the relatively few algorithms considered 

during this project; the acknowledgement that no single scheduling configuration can cover the 

varying complexities within game-development is important when developing an architecture 

such as this. 
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The return-codes, from task-executions and the task-supplier queries, standardizes the 

communication between the scheduling components and allows them be swapped or extended 

without changing the core structure. Most importantly, they facilitate task life-time management 

for simulation-based applications by automating periodical execution of tasks. Supporting long-

term tasks alongside an iterative cycle model is a powerful feature in theory; unfortunately they 

haven‟t been thoroughly tested since they weren‟t included in the evaluation demo. 

Furthermore, the evaluation demo (section 3.4) showed that it is possible to integrate non thread-

safe middleware in the scheduling system without treating it specially or going through the 

traditional game framework. However, the thread-locking feature has its price in additional 

scheduling overhead and, more importantly, the risk of uneven load balancing (as seen in 3.4.2). 

If possible, it is recommended to avoid the thread-locking feature and choose middleware 

libraries that allow developers to extract work and schedule it themselves. 

Even though the behavior-tree was not used to its full capacity, the evaluation demo proved it to 

be a powerful way of expressing the program flow and structure. Treating the whole application 

as a tree of reusable behaviors and tasks encourages modularity and facilitates prototyping. More 

importantly, it helps the scheduler acquire and execute tasks in the right order without forcing the 

user to directly express dependencies. It remains to be seen if it is useful for software of larger 

scale, with more complex program flow and interaction between systems and entities.   

The benefit of using the proposed state manager crucially depends on the number of entities that 

will be active in the scene, which, in turn, depends on the type of game or simulation. As seen in 

3.4.2; marginally better performance was achieved with deferred updates and parallel 

propagation than with traditional, immediate, synchronization. This was not surprising since the 

data-sharing was a small part of the work for each cycle. It was also concluded that the parallel 

update distribution, although beneficial, did not perform as expected in the evaluation demo 

analysis. Considering the slight overhead of using the ASM for immediate updates and that a 

reasonable number of entities were simulated and updated, it is recommended to investigate the 

benefit of the ASM for each application. When only using the ASM for immediate updates it 

would be wise to use it in a transactional manner (only using the attribute‟s cache), to avoid 

persistent duplications of entity-data, or using a customized synchronization mechanism. 

However, aside from the minor performance benefits, the ASM proved to be a useful to manage 

the distributed state when dealing with several external systems. Furthermore, it was concluded 

that there was no noticeable latency or responsiveness issues when using deferred updates. 

The performance in ideal circumstances, as shown in the prototype test-cases 3.2.3, were as 

expected and the scheduling overhead relatively low. Using the task-stealing algorithm was 

proven to be beneficial even for small-scale scenarios and is recommended for best scalability 

with finer task granularity and a higher number of worker-threads. In more realistic 

circumstances, as seen with the evaluation demo in 3.4, scalable performance benefits were 
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achieved, with external middleware, as long as certain care was practiced when developing and 

data-parallelism was exploited. Other scenarios might not involve such easily parallelizable 

computations; Amdahl‟s Law always sets the boundary of the possible speedup. Moreover, the 

proposed architecture does not remove the necessity of designing the software for concurrency. It 

only provides certain tools and standards to facilitate the process by promoting a task-based 

development methodology tailored for game-execution.  

It can be concluded that the traditional parallelization methods, covered in 2.3, will not hold up 

to the new generation of CPUs. It would be difficult to achieve linearly scalable performance 

with the coarse functional tasks that can be directly extracted from the traditional game systems; 

a much finer task-granularity is required. This means that data-parallelism should be considered 

to a much wider extent than what has been explored in related research and publications so far. It 

is recommended to batch up all independent operations to entities as much as possible. With 

more granular tasks, the risk of scheduling gaps is minimized and the completion times of the 

final tasks in each cycle are evened out. This avoids unnecessary waiting time for the worker-

threads and increases the overall utilization.  

Furthermore, it was discovered to be difficult to tune the granularity of batches, even when it is 

possible. This is because the amount of work for each batch can change dramatically between 

cycles, depending on the simulation progress or game logic. If many batches are submitted when 

the amount of work is low, the scheduling overhead might outweigh the performance benefits 

and vice versa. By estimating the amount of work per batch for each cycle, an optimal batch-

count can be chosen. This estimation is, however, a complicated issue by itself and may need to 

be tuned on a case-by-case basis.  

4.2 FUTURE WORK 

The scope of this project was too wide to go into much depth and detail on the many aspects of 

parallelizing real-time video games. More research is generally required on individual scheduling 

algorithms, shared data-structures and data/functional decomposition of game systems to further 

enhance scalability. Hopefully, this broad project, which touches many issues within the topic, 

inspires further research on generic approaches to parallelize gaming software. 

Granularity, both for data and functionality, is an important issue within parallel computing and 

more experimentation with granularity levels should prove to be useful for the proposed 

architecture. Especially more experimentation with dynamic batch size calculations and task-

weights, which was only briefly touched when encountered in the evaluation demo. It would be 

interesting to see an automated approach to construct batches, such that the users always can 

submit tasks with minimal weights and let the scheduling system group them into optimal 

batches. This could, perhaps, be incorporated as a low level scheduling feature by the worker-
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threads. It would, however, require very accurate weight estimates, which could be difficult in a 

fluctuating simulation environment.  

For more low-level scheduling features; additional worker-threads could be developed to work 

with non-uniform CPUs, such as the Playstation 3, by tagging tasks with hardware instruction-set 

preferences. This is a huge issue requiring extensive research and experimentation. It might 

currently not be worth supporting a generalized approach for such a feature considering the extra 

overhead and few use-cases with the today‟s hardware.  

It would be interesting to compare the current lock-based low-level data-structures with lock-free 

alternatives wherever possible. Considering the almost negligible amount of time spent on spin-

locks for task-queues it is, however, unlikely that any significant performance benefits would be 

noticed. As discovered in 3.4, high-level scheduling issues (task-eligibility, uneven scheduling 

orderings and completion times) are the real harms to utilization, not the low-level data-

structures. It might, however, be beneficial at places where contention is inevitable high, such as 

in the ASM when using immediate update propagations. 

More experimentation is preferable regarding how the scheduler should synchronize cycles. As 

discussed in 3.4.2; because of the OS scheduler, it is not possible to rely on spin-locks to 

coordinate the cycles even when the circumstances should allow it. Instead, blocking wait 

handles were used when workers complete cycles and yielding was used before retrying task-

supplier queries. It might be possible to put worker-threads to sleep when receiving a busy-flag 

after a query. However, it could be very complicated figuring out when it should be awaken 

again and it might end up worsening performance. 

Additional types of task-suppliers could be constructed to complement the two existing ones. 

One interesting idea would be a distributed task-supplier with native network support to allow 

tasks to be propagated to connected peers/players in a multiplayer game. To achieve this, tasks 

would have predefined identifiers and any parameters would have to be serialized. The 

advantage of such a component would be to unify the execution of local game tasks (probably 

reactions to various events during gameplay) and the notification of all other connected players. 

It would not, however, be useful for the periodical system-tasks since they, in most cases, are 

already automated and require minimal latency. Furthermore, another version of the unordered 

queue task-supplier could be developed which uses experimental lock-free data-structures for the 

task-queues. It could then be compared to the initial version to evaluate any performance gains 

and hits.  

There is a general uncertainty in how concurrency will be handled in the future; will developers, 

at all competence levels, have to independently attempt to extract parallelism? This could get 

extremely complicated and tedious for large software. Contrary, perhaps only a few dedicated 

developers should deal with concurrency and wrap pieces of code into tasks? Or maybe 
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concurrency will be hidden under yet another layer of abstraction where the compiler or run-time 

environment identifies parallelizable regions code. This uncertainty complicates this subject 

considerably and makes it difficult to design an architecture that will hold for the future.  

While the number of cores on single processor chips grows, so does the availability of distributed 

data-center and cloud-computing services. Recently, a remote game hosting service has been 

launched
14

 which allows games to be executed in remote data-centers, streaming the video and 

audio feedbacks back to the user‟s terminal or screen. Although this is a very exciting technology 

and potentially opens up limitless possibilities for concurrency, it will take time for technology 

like this to be perfected. Moreover, it further complicates matters for the software developers 

trying to maximize performance of their games. Soon, developers might not know whether their 

application will be run in a vast data-center or on a few-core single CPU. To design software for 

such diverse platforms and extract as much parallelism as possible, a consolidated standard 

might be necessary. A task-based methodology, such as the one used in the project, can be seen 

as an interesting attempt on such as standard.  

  

                                                 
14

 See http://www.onlive.com/ 

http://www.onlive.com/
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6 APPENDIX A 

Figure 25: Plug-in and script layers of Zen. Image from the Zen project-Wiki. 
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Worker Count: 1 

      Deferred Updates: Yes 
      Parallel Update Dist: Yes 

      Frame Limit: 1000 

      World Size: 1000 
      Entity Count: 516 

      Run Time (s) Idle (%) Search (%) Task (%) Parallel-For (%) Posting (%) Propagation (%) 

1 76,173 2,876 0,037 97,087 0,000 0,338 2,717 
2 76,333 2,859 0,037 97,104 0,000 0,341 2,710 

3 75,913 2,848 0,037 97,114 0,000 0,335 2,689 

4 76,111 2,899 0,038 97,063 0,000 0,341 2,748 
5 76,440 2,769 0,038 97,194 0,000 0,328 2,615 

Average 76,194 2,850 0,037 97,112 0,000 0,336 2,696 

STD 0,204 0,049 0,001 0,050 0,000 0,005 0,050 

        Worker Count: 3 

      Deferred Updates: Yes 

      Parallel Update Dist: Yes 

      Frame Limit: 1000 

      World Size: 1000 
      Entity Count: 516 

      Run Time (s) Idle (%) Search (%) Task (%) Parallel-For (%) Posting (%) Propagation (%) 

1 33,128 0,676 3,533 92,287 3,504 1,155 3,794 
2 33,166 0,678 3,477 92,346 3,499 1,145 3,796 

3 33,130 0,674 3,972 91,853 3,502 1,144 3,794 

4 33,243 0,667 4,219 91,629 3,485 1,149 3,771 
5 33,358 0,677 3,550 92,302 3,471 1,158 3,775 

Average 33,205 0,674 3,750 92,083 3,492 1,150 3,786 

STD 0,097 0,004 0,328 0,323 0,014 0,006 0,012 

        
        Worker Count: 4 

      Deferred Updates: Yes 
      Parallel Update Dist: No 

      Frame Limit: 1000 

      World Size: 1000 
      Entity Count: 516 

      Run Time (s) Idle (%) Search (%) Task (%) Parallel-For (%) Posting (%) Propagation (%) 

1 22,483 9,138 6,430 84,432 0,000 1,316 8,458 
2 22,880 8,935 6,661 84,404 0,000 1,300 8,338 

3 22,508 9,140 6,306 84,554 0,000 1,322 8,525 

4 22,585 9,129 6,404 84,467 0,000 1,325 8,489 
5 22,425 9,225 6,405 84,370 0,000 1,332 8,547 

Average 22,576 9,113 6,441 84,445 0,000 1,319 8,471 

STD 0,179 0,107 0,132 0,070 0,000 0,012 0,082 

 

Worker Count: 2 

      Deferred Updates: Yes 
      Parallel Update Dist: Yes 

      Frame Limit: 1000 

      World Size: 1000 
      Entity Count: 516 

      Run Time (s) Idle (%) Search (%) Task (%) Parallel-For (%) Posting (%) Propagation (%) 

1 41,434 1,669 13,607 82,177 2,501 0,709 3,906 
2 41,450 1,691 14,376 81,422 2,511 0,710 3,880 

3 41,342 1,716 14,406 81,339 2,539 0,707 3,923 

4 41,671 1,811 13,005 82,529 2,655 0,726 4,153 
5 41,384 1,690 13,556 82,224 2,530 0,708 3,906 

Average 41,456 1,715 13,790 81,938 2,547 0,712 3,954 

STD 0,127 0,056 0,597 0,528 0,062 0,008 0,113 
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Worker Count: 

 

4 
      Deferred Updates: Yes 

      Parallel Update Dist: Yes 

      Frame Limit: 1000 
      World Size: 1000 

      Entity Count: 516 

      Run Time (s) Idle (%) Search (%) Task (%) Parallel-For (%) Posting (%) Propagation (%) 

1 21,428 0,948 7,133 87,397 4,521 1,407 4,860 

2 21,407 0,953 6,819 87,667 4,561 1,433 4,901 

3 21,391 0,952 6,811 87,677 4,560 1,408 4,904 
4 21,430 0,944 6,966 87,588 4,502 1,405 4,835 

5 21,413 0,966 7,025 87,488 4,520 1,400 4,866 

Average 21,414 0,953 6,951 87,563 4,533 1,411 4,873 
STD 0,016 0,008 0,138 0,120 0,026 0,013 0,029 

        
        Worker Count: 4 

      Deferred Updates: No 

      Parallel Update Dist: No 

      Frame Limit: 1000 
      World Size: 1000 

      Entity Count: 516 

      Run Time (s) Idle (%) Search (%) Task (%) Parallel-For (%) Posting (%) Propagation (%) 

1 23,359 0,663 6,077 93,260 0,000 10,865 0,000 

2 23,197 0,683 6,581 92,736 0,000 9,783 0,000 

3 23,206 0,660 6,665 92,675 0,000 10,249 0,000 
4 23,401 0,646 6,806 92,548 0,000 10,476 0,000 

5 24,012 1,825 7,528 90,647 0,000 10,051 0,000 
Average 23,435 0,895 6,731 92,373 0,000 10,285 0,000 

STD 0,335 0,520 0,523 1,002 0,000 0,413 0,000 

 

Time distribution for different task type for one random cycle 

    Worker Count: 4 
      Deferred Updates: Yes 

      Parallel Update 

Dist: Yes 
      Frame Limit: 1000 

      World Size: 1000 

      Entity Count: 516 
      

 

Physics 

Data 

Ai  

Data 

Ai 

Functional 

Physics 

Functional 

Graphics 

Functional 

Input 

Functional Total 

Time (s) 0,021004598 0,04348599 0,000228172 0,0229713 0,00511259 0,00027585 0,0930785 

Percent 22,57% 46,72% 0,25% 24,68% 5,49% 0,30% 1 

Functional: 30,71% 
      Data: 69,29% 

      
        Table 13: Raw measurements for the evaluation demo. 
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7 APPENDIX B 

7.1 STM 

STM stands for Software Transactional Memory and is one of the newer and more sophisticated 

methods for synchronization in distributed systems.  It is a non-blocking mechanism which sets 

high-level abstraction guidelines on how concurrent reading and writing should be performed.  

Transactional Memory provides a simplified and more scalable alternative to the lock-based 

approach by letting all operations on shared data-structures be performed as semi-atomic 

transactions [9]. STM refers to transactional memory mechanisms which are implemented in 

software, although they normally require certain hardware instructions function correctly. A 

transaction, in this context, is a series of operations (reads and writes) to a shared data-structure 

which logically should occur atomically. If they are not performed atomically the operations 

could break the data-structure and potentially the whole system when executed concurrently.  

Unlike normal non-blocking synchronization, transactional memory is a more high-level 

approach adaptable to IPC (inter-process communication), large distributed systems (GRIDs, 

cluster-farms) as well as single-process multi-core applications. Other non-blocking data-

structures usually refer to any low-level implementation of lock-free interaction to shared 

memory. STM, while being difficult to implement, is conceptually quite simple to understand 

and use. 

The benefit is analogous with other forms of non-blocking synchronization; several transactions 

could be performed concurrently and each transaction does not have to block other processes. 

The difference is how the logical atomicity is implemented; STM mechanisms maintain a 

record/history of the operations it performs. A transaction is finalized with a commit where a 

read-operation checks if any concurrent operations have been done to the shared memory which 

invalidates the operations this process is attempting to commit. If there are any conflicts the 

mechanism must roll-back any operations that has been performed. As long as a transaction 

either commits or aborts; the shared data should be kept consistent. As with most non-blocking 

synchronization, the transaction is usually retried after a roll-back or failure.  

The main drawback with STM is the overhead of recording the history. In applications running 

on hardware with a low number of cores and using fine grained communication this could cause 

a relatively large performance hit. As with other non-blocking methods; STM can cause livelock 

if roll-backs are not handled in a certain way, e.g. if it just performs a direct retry. More 

advanced failure handling can involve an exponential and/or randomized back-off period to 

prevent livelock. However, it is important to note that this issue is usually handled by a 

Contention Manager (CA) and not by the users [9]. 
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So far, not many attempts have been made on parallel game engines using transactional memory. 

[10] used a fixed thread for rendering and a number of worker-threads for physics and scene-

node processing which synchronized transitionally. [10] also addressed the issue of using 

irreversible I/O operations within a transaction, which potentially could cause artifacts if 

aborted, by allowing transactions to be marked as inevitable and made impossible to abort. It was 

concluded that with current hardware (an Intel Quad-core) the overhead of STM was not worth 

the performance hit. Compared to simpler non-blocking methods or even single threaded 

execution; their STM implementation performed significantly worse. They also stated that it was 

unclear how much of the performance hit was from the STM overhead and how much was from 

cache inefficiency. However, they predicted that with a larger number of cores and larger scene-

complexity the STM implementation could perform much better and the overhead could become 

negligible. [21] came to a similar conclusion after experimenting with a STM solution for a 

.NET/C# based game. Because of large amounts of roll-backs they had to turn to other design 

choices, using the MVC pattern and fixed-point synchronization, for their project.  
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